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INTRODUCTION

The chief purpose of testing is to provide information for decision making related to people, programs and institutions. If the decisions based on the use of test scores are to have any merit the tests must be reliable and valid.

Both the validity and the reliability of a test depend ultimately on the characteristics of its items. Through application of item analysis procedures test constructors are able to obtain quantitative, objective information useful in developing and judging the quality of a test and its items.

Once the item pool has been carefully constructed to measure a certain trait, items should be pretested on a representative sample of adequate size to obtain quantitative information relevant for item analysis. Many different techniques are available for item analysis. The choice among them depends on the nature and purpose of the test. For a norm referenced test measuring a unidimensional trait, the two most common indicators of item quality for characterizing items are item discrimination and item difficulty. One major flaw in both of these indicators is that their estimates are subject to considerable fluctuation unless the sample size is very large.

One principal problem which test constructors face when analyzing items is that of acquiring a representative sample
of adequate size to pretest the items. School officials, industries etc. are reluctant to participate in data collection because of the amount of time which is involved and the small benefit which schools, industries etc. receive. Preliminary tests, besides providing no incentive for testees, are generally much longer than the final tests. These lengthy tests may produce fatigue and boredom in the individuals, causing them to be careless, which, of course, directly affects the estimation of item indices and test reliability.

This problem in test construction can be overcome by utilizing a multiple matrix sampling technique for data collection in test construction studies. Multiple matrix sampling is a sampling technique in which a pool of items is randomly divided into a number of subtests, and each of these subtests is administered to a different sample of examinees randomly selected from the population.

Multiple matrix sampling is different from traditional examinee sampling in the sense that each individual is required to respond to only a sample of items from the test, whereas in examinee sampling each individual is required to respond to all the items in the test. The main advantage of multiple matrix sampling is the reduction of testing time per examinee.

Research in multiple matrix sampling (MMS) has demonstrated that it is a promising alternative to traditional examinee sampling for estimating group parameters.
such as the mean and variance. It has been successfully used for developing test norms and evaluating programs. However, no systematic study has been carried out to compare MMS with examinee sampling for estimating item parameters and test characteristics. This study was designed to fill this gap in the test construction literature.

The primary purpose of this study was to explore the use of a multiple matrix sampling technique of data collection for test development. In other words, it was to investigate how the multiple matrix sampling technique of data collection compares with traditional examinee sampling for estimating item parameters such as item difficulty and item discrimination and for developing tests that are reliable and valid. A secondary purpose was to explore the conditions (i.e., varying the subtest size; the examinee sample size; the characteristics of items, etc.) under which the multiple matrix sampling technique is most effective in estimating item parameters.

Significance of the Study

Quantitative information about the characteristics of items and the test has always been valued by measurement specialists. Traditionally this information has been achieved by administering test items to a large sample of examinees. However, this approach of collecting quantitative information can be very demanding in terms of examinee time. If the same quantitative information regarding test item and
total test characteristics can be obtained by administering a small sample of items to each examinee, as that obtained by administering the whole test to each examinee, it will be possible for test constructors to pretest items on a large sample of examinees, while at the same time lessening the burden currently placed on schools, industries etc. when they agree to assist in that process.

Organization of the Study

The dissertation is organized as follows: The review of the relevant literature related to item analysis and multiple matrix sampling and the statement of the problem are presented in chapter I. The research design and the methods used to examine the problem are presented in chapter II. The results are presented and discussed in chapter III. Conclusions of the study are stated in chapter IV.
CHAPTER I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE.

In the development of norm referenced tests one gathers responses to the test items from a sample of examinees that is representative of the population on which the test is to be used. These responses are subjected to item analysis to decide which items should be selected, revised or rejected. Traditionally the examinee sampling method is used to gather the responses to the items. One can also use multiple matrix sampling (MMS) to gather responses to the items. MMS is less demanding in terms of examinee time than examinee sampling. In MMS each examinee is required to respond to only a sample of items as opposed to all the items in the test. The following literature review is divided into two areas of interest: Item analysis and multiple matrix sampling. This is followed by a statement of the problem.

Item Analysis

Item analysis is a general term for a set of methods used to evaluate test items. It is one of the most important aspects of test construction (Kaplan and Saccuzzo, 1982). Tests can be improved through the selection, substitution or revision of items. Item analysis makes it possible to shorten a test and at the same time to increase its validity and reliability (Anastasi, 1976). The reliability and validity of the total test depend entirely on the
characteristics of the items used to build it. Thus the real importance of item analysis arises from the effects of the individual item characteristics upon the characteristics of the entire measuring instrument (Lord and Novick, 1968).

Burt (1921) first applied item analysis with the original Binet scale. By item analysis of the subsequent Binet-Simon scale, Burt secured increases in test reliability from .68 to .91, in validity from .59 to .76. Subsequent investigators examining other tests have shown similar results (Hull, 1928; Neill and Jackson, 1970; Pyrczak, 1973).

A number of different item analysis procedures have been proposed in the measurement literature for studying and characterizing individual items (Allen and Yen, 1979; Lord and Novick, 1968; Ghiselli, Campbell, and Zedeck, 1981). However, the two characteristics of items most commonly used for item analysis are item difficulty and item discrimination. In this section item difficulty, item discrimination, research related to item difficulty and research related to item discrimination are discussed.

**Item Difficulty:**

The most common index of item difficulty (p) for dichotomously scored items is defined as the proportion of correct responses among those who had an opportunity to answer the item. The item difficulty level of an item varies between .00 and 1.00. Zero means that nobody in the population responded to the item correctly. One means everybody responded to the item correctly.
Item difficulty information facilitates the choice of items for the final form. Those items passed by everyone \((p=1.0)\) or failed by everyone \((p=0.0)\) convey no information for discrimination amongst individuals. A primary reason for assessing the difficulty level of items is to permit the construction of tests with specific characteristics for differing purposes. The knowledge of item difficulty is also useful in arranging items in the test. It is helpful to place items that are relatively easy at the beginning of the test. This arrangement gives the individual confidence in approaching the test and also reduces the likelihood of his/her wasting time on items beyond his/her ability (Anastasi, 1976).

**Item Discrimination:**

An item discrimination index is a measure of how well the item discriminates between persons possessing more of the attribute being measured from persons having only relatively small amounts of this attribute. An item with a very low discrimination compared to other items provides very little information about individual differences in norm referenced tests. For homogeneous tests when item discrimination is evaluated by correlating the item score with the total test score, it also provides information on whether the item measures the same trait or attribute that is measured by the total test. If the correlation between an item score and the total test score is very low, one can say that the item does not tend to measure the same trait or attribute that is measured by the total test. Thus the item discrimination
information facilitates the choice of items in the final tests.

Taking the item difficulty and item discrimination indices into consideration, test constructors develop/design a test that is suitable for the examinees and which all convey the maximum information possible about the differences in the examinees' levels on the trait being measured (Anstey, 1966).

Research Related to Item Difficulty:

There is a disagreement amongst measurement specialists regarding the ideal level of item difficulty for a test. Cronbach and Warrington (1952), Ebel (1972), Ghiselli, Campbell and Zedeck, (1981) and Guiliken (1945) have argued in favor of items of .5 difficulty. Their argument is based on the fact that in norm referenced tests it is often desirable to have a large test variance. For such tests it is better to have those items that contribute most toward the total test variance than the items that do not contribute much to total test variance. In dichotomously scored items (where items are scored either zero or one), item variance is equal to $p(1-p)$. This variance is maximized when $p=.5$. Since total test variance is related to item variance, it may be maximized when items are of .5 difficulty.

On the other hand, some measurement specialists have argued that test variance is not only affected by item variance, but also by inter-item covariance. Thus when considering a distribution of difficulty, one should also
take into account inter-item covariance. Davis (1951) has stated that if all items in a test are of difficulty .5 and are uncorrelated the test will discriminate well at all ranges of ability. But when the items are correlated, maximum test discrimination would be achieved when the difficulty indices for test items are spread out. When developing a test of a specific trait, since items should be positively intercorrelated, Davis has recommended writing items of varying difficulty. Brogden (1946), Henrysson (1971) and Gutman and Loevingor (Bowers, 1972) have supported Davis.

Furthermore, Anstey (1966) and Scott (1972) have stated that when considering the desired distribution of difficulty level of items, consideration should be given to the total test score distribution desired. The distribution of total test scores depends on the number of items, their difficulties and their intercorrelations. There are differing points of view concerning the ideal shape for a test score distribution. Some authors prefer a normal distribution (Cronbach, 1960), some a rectangular distribution (Ferguson, 1949; Guilford, 1954; Humphreys, 1956), and others a distribution that is similar to the true score distribution (Lord and Novick, 1968). Without taking a position on this matter, one may still inquire as to the conditions under which any desired distribution may be obtained.

Anstey (1966) and Lord and Novick (1968) have shown that when the ability distribution is normal and items are
homogeneous (i.e., they are intercorrelated), the affect of the distribution of item difficulties on the distribution of test scores is as follows: If item difficulties are evenly distributed over the ability range an approximately normal distribution of test scores results; if items are concentrated at .5 difficulty an approximately rectangular distribution of test scores occurs; if the distribution of item difficulties is approximately normal, the distribution of test scores is somewhat platykurtic; if the test consists of many more difficult items than easy items, a positively skewed distribution of test scores is evident. Conversely to this, if a test includes many more easy items than difficult items, a negatively skewed distribution results.

Anstey (1966) has further stated that when a test contains relatively heterogeneous items (i.e., zero or very low intercorrelation among items), examinees will tend to be less consistent in the accuracy of their responses and their scores will tend to be more alike than in a homogeneous test. In such tests, generally speaking, when item difficulties are evenly spread over the ability range (assuming the ability distribution is normal), there will be a concentration of scores in the middle and a leptokurtic distribution will result. If item difficulties are concentrated around p=.5, a somewhat normal distribution of test scores would be achieved. However, zero or very low inter-item correlations would imply that items did not measure a common trait, thus making a summative scoring (item scores are summed to achieve the test score) procedure illogical. Three empirical
studies conducted by Anstey (1966) have supported the above results.

On the basis of the above studies and discussion, one can conclude that there is no ideal distribution of item difficulty. The proportion of items to be selected at the different difficulty levels should depend on the type of test score distribution desired, which depends on the purpose of the test and on the degree of homogeneity among items. For example, if one wishes to differentiate examinees at a given level of ability, most of the items in the test should be of a difficulty level which corresponds to that ability level (Lord, 1953; Richardson, 1936a). On the other hand, if a test is not to be limited to any subject population and the examiner wishes to achieve an approximately normal distribution of test scores then item difficulty should be distributed evenly over the ability scale (Richardson, 1951). If a test is required to discriminate at all levels of ability then a rectangular distribution of test scores is desirable.

Research Related to Item Discrimination:

Another important item statistic is the item discrimination index. A desirable characteristic for a test is that it should discriminate over the desired range of ability. Anastasi (1976), Davis (Pyrezak, 1973) and Lord and Novick (1968) have suggested that items that discriminate poorly should be discarded or inspected for possible deficiencies and revised.
Numerous methods of expressing the discriminatory power of an item have been proposed in the measurement literature. As far back as 1935, Long and Sandiford described 23 different methods of expressing item discrimination (Oosterhof, 1976). Guilford (Anstey, 1966) listed 19 methods for calculating item discrimination. However, the method most commonly used by test constructors for assessing item discrimination is the correlation between each item and a criterion or total test score. If the correlation coefficient is high, one would expect correspondence between the trait as measured by the test and the item score. The two most commonly used correlation coefficients with dichotomous items are the point biserial and the biserial correlation coefficients. Both were developed from the Pearson product moment correlation (Ghiselli, Campbell and Zedeck, 1981; Lord and Novick, 1968; Tate, 1955). The point biserial correlation coefficient (point biserial r) is applicable when one of the variables being correlated (the item score) represents a true dichotomy and the other variable (criterion or total test score) is continuous and normally distributed. The biserial correlation coefficient (biserial r) is applicable when one of the variables (the item score) has an underlying continuous normal distribution which has been artificially dichotomized and the other variable is continuous and normally distributed (Lord and Novick, 1968). McNemar (1962) has pointed out that the assumptions for point biserial r are hard to justify when it is suspected that the knowledge required to answer an item is
continuously distributed.

Despite the basic difference in the assumptions for these two coefficients, measurement specialists fail to agree as to which method is most appropriate for estimating item discrimination. For example, Guilford (1965) and Nunnally (1967) have argued in favor of point biserial $r$ on the basis that items selected using this method contribute more toward internal consistency (estimated using the Kuder Richardson formula 20) and test variability than items selected using biserial $r$. On the other hand, Henryson (1971) and Lord and Novick (1968) have supported biserial $r$ as an index of discrimination. They provided the following argument: point biserial $r$ tends to be higher for medium difficulty ($p=.5$) items than for very easy or very difficult ($p<.5$) items. In other words, given the way it is calculated, item difficulty sets an upper limit for point biserial $r$. Biserial $r$ is not affected by the difficulty level of items. If one wants to have an item discrimination index that is independent of item difficulty, biserial $r$ would seem to be a more appropriate index of discrimination than the point biserial $r$ providing that the underlying assumptions are satisfied. Furthermore, the biserial $r$ tends to be more stable from group to group than the point biserial $r$ (Lord and Novick, 1968).

Ashler (1979) has shown that the biserial $r$ underestimates correlation in the presence of guessing. No such studies are reported for point biserial $r$ but it seems likely that the same effect would take place.

Aleamoni and Spencer (1969) and Engelhart (1965) have
reported a high correlation between point biserial $r$ and
biserial $r$ indices, obtained on the same data. Bowers (1972)
has studied this problem and found that when the distribution
of criterion scores is normal both indices lead to selection
of the same items if the items with maximum discrimination
are selected. However with a skewed distribution of criterion
scores the two indices lead to selection of different items.
The maximum values of biserial $r$ and point biserial $r$ are not
only affected by the difficulty level of the items but also
by the distribution of test scores. When the distribution of
test scores is symmetrical, maximum biserial $r$ is 1.00,
regardless of difficulty whereas point biserial $r$ is maximum
for $p = .50$ and it decreases as difficulty departs from .50.
Furthermore, when a distribution of test scores departs from
symmetry, i.e., becomes skewed in one or another direction,
the maximum biserial $r$ may be greater than one (Lord and
Novick, 1968; Richardson, 1936b).

Several investigators (Guilford, 1954; Henrysson, 1963;
Zubin, 1934) have indicated that both point biserial $r$ and
biserial $r$ between an item and the total test score are
spuriously high if the item score is included in the total
test score. They have suggested that point biserial $r$ and
biserial $r$ should either be corrected or the total test score
should be calculated after excluding the item under
consideration. Several formulae have been suggested for
correcting inflated point biserial $r$ and biserial $r$.
Moreover, Cureton (1966), Wolf (1967) and Berk (1978) have
empirically investigated the effect of these corrections on
point biserial $r$ and biserial $r$, under conditions of varying test length. They found that for tests of 40 or more items, the mean differences between corrected and uncorrected indices was less than .10. The rank order correlation between corrected and uncorrected point biserial $r$ and also between corrected and uncorrected biserial $r$ was .99.

On the basis of the above studies, one can conclude that the choice between biserial $r$ and point biserial $r$ should depend on the nature and purpose of the test. If items for a test are selected on the basis of point biserial $r$, one would more likely select a majority of items having difficulties around .5, because point biserial $r$ is maximum for $p=.5$ and it decreases as item difficulty depart from .50. If one wishes to have a test in which item difficulties are spread out or concentrated on either end, it would be more appropriate to use biserial $r$ as it is not affected by item difficulty.

It appears that when developing norm referenced tests one needs to collect statistics of item difficulty and item discrimination. Traditionally these statistics are collected by testing items on a sample of examinees. Cooper and Fiske (1976), Lord and Novick (1968), Neill and Jackson (1970) and Nunnally (1967) have stated that estimates of item parameters are subject to considerable fluctuation unless the sample size is very large. They have indicated that with a small sample size, there are too many opportunities for chance error in item analysis. For this reason, they have suggested that items should be pretested on a large sample of
examinees, preferably 5 to 10 times the number of items. These examinees should be representative of the population in which the final test is to be used. One principal difficulty which test constructors face when analyzing items is that of obtaining a representative sample of adequate size to pretest the items. Many school officials and job supervisors are reluctant to release a large number of individuals for blocks of time for testing. As a result, items are often tried out on a small sample of co-operative individuals. Furthermore, the initial item pool consists of a considerably larger number of items than the number of items one intends to have in the final form of the test. The behavior of examinees, who are faced with more items than they can seriously consider within the time limit, varies considerably. The bolder, less conscientious tend to guess the answers to a large number of items. It is also probably true that even very serious examinees do not finish the test with the same degree of alertness and eagerness that they began it.

One possible solution for the problem discussed above is to give a small number of items to each examinee. If each individual was required to try a very small sample of items rather than all the items in the test, it would be easier to get people to cooperate. As a result a more representative and larger sample of individuals is likely to be obtained. This approach will also make it possible to collect data on a large number of items. This sampling approach is often referred to as multiple matrix sampling, item-examinee sampling, matrix sampling, or incidence sampling.
Multiple Matrix Sampling

The multiple matrix sampling (MMS) model was first outlined by Lord (1962). He developed this model as an alternative to traditionally used examinee sampling in response to the need for developing test norms that are representative and demand less of each examinee.

In a multiple matrix sampling procedure, a set of items is divided into different subtests, and each subtest is administered to a different subgroup of examinees, selected from the population of examinees. In this section the designs used in MMS literature for dividing items into subtests, the mathematical framework in MMS and the research related to MMS are discussed.

Designs used in MMS:

A number of designs have been used in the MMS literature for allocating items to subtests. The most commonly used designs are as follows:

- (a) Non-overlapping multiple matrix sampling design (NMMS): These designs represent a class of designs where random samples of items are drawn in such a way that all items are sampled but any given item appears in only one subtest. A set of nonoverlapping matrix samples results when every item is sampled without replacement. This sampling is often referred to as exhaustive NMMS (Sirotnik, 1974).

- (b) Multiple matrix sampling with replacement (MMSWR): These represent a class of designs in which a random sample of items is drawn from a pool of items, but these items are
replaced before drawing another sample of items. Thus the items are sampled without replacement within each subtest but with replacement among subtests. In this design it is possible that some items in the set are not included in any subtest whereas other items are included in more than one subtest.

(c) Partially balanced incomplete block design (PBIB) and balanced incomplete block design (BIB): These designs are special cases of MMSWR designs, in which some restrictions are placed on the random sampling of items. In BIB designs, items are sampled among subtests in such a way that each item is repeated an equal number of times among subtests and also each item is paired with each other item an equal number of times. In PBIB designs, each item appears with an equal frequency among subtests, but item pairing does not occur with an equal frequency and for certain designs some item pairs may not occur.

The main difference between NMMS, MMSWR, BIB, and PBIB designs is that in NMMS, each item appears only once among subtests and inter-item data are available only for those items within any given subtest, but not for items occurring in different subtests. In MMSWR designs, it is possible that some items in the set are not included in any subtests, whereas some items are included in more than one subtest. In PBIB designs, inter-item data are available for most of the items depending on the design but not necessarily for all the items in the test. In BIB designs inter-item data are available for all items in the tests.
Mathematical Framework in MMS

The obvious difficulty with MMS is that since all the items are not administered to all of the individuals, one cannot estimate parameters in the same way as one would with examinee sampling. Several investigator's have focused on the development of formulae for estimating parameters such as test means, variances, standard error of the mean and the standard error of the variances etc. from MMS designs.

Hooke (1956a, 1956b) developed an algebraic function involving symmetric polynomials of the elements in a matrix. These functions are called generalized symmetric means (gsm's) and have the property of being inherited on the average, i.e., the expected value of a gsm in a matrix sample is equal to the gsm in the matrix population. The linear combinations of gsm's called bipolykays can be used to obtain an estimate of the moments of the matrix population. Lord and Novick (1968) and Shoemaker (1973b) have used Hooke's formulation to derive the formulae for estimating the mean, variance and other moments of the matrix population via MMS. An alternative to Hooke's approach was proposed by Sirotnik (1970b, 1974). He derived formulae for estimating population parameters such as the mean and variance using two-way (examinee by item) analysis of variance (ANOVA).

In both Hooke's method of gsm and the ANOVA model, data obtained using NMMS or MMSWR designs are analyzed using individual matrix samples. The point estimates of different moments of the population are obtained on each single matrix.
These estimates are averaged over all matrices to obtain the best estimate (or pooled estimate) of the moments of the population. Since the mean of unbiased estimates is also unbiased, the pooled estimates of the moments are unbiased. When estimating the standard error of the moments, the situation becomes more complicated because the matrices sampled are not independent. Thus neither of the above two methods results in an exact formula for estimating the standard error of the mean, variance and other higher moments (Pandey and Shoemaker, 1975). For other designs such as PBIB and BIB designs, single estimates of the mean and variance of the whole distribution are obtained. Knapp (1973) has suggested that in these designs, there seems to be no way to derive estimates of standard errors of means and variances. Sirotnik and Wellington (1977) and Wellington (1976) have solved the problem of estimating the standard errors of moments. They have extended the use of gsm's defined by Hooke to rectangular arrays. Instead of focusing on the individual matrices in MMS designs, they have used gsm's on an entire configuration of sampled data. They have shown that gsm's computed on the entire configuration of sampled data give unbiased estimates of corresponding gsm's computed for the population. With this general approach, all current matrix sampling designs (e.g., NMMS, PBIB, BIB, etc.) are analyzed in a similar way. Sirotnik and Wellington (1977) have provided formulae in terms of gsm's for deriving estimates of the population mean, variance and their standard errors. They have used the term "incidence sampling" to
refer to the configuration of data points or entries sampled from a matrix population.

Using the incidence sampling approach, Knapp (1979) has developed equations in terms of gsm's to estimate population covariances between two sets of measurements and their standard errors. However, although covariance estimates are unbiased, they have larger standard errors than covariance estimates obtained using those pairs for which paired data are available.

Research Related to MMS:

The literature which currently exists concerning MMS may be divided into the following classes: (a) Studies in which the main purpose was the validation of MMS procedure for estimating the population mean, variance and distribution of test scores. (b) Studies in which the effect of different sampling plans (i.e., effect of variation of sample size, number of subtests, number of items per subtest, etc.) on estimates of population mean and variance was investigated. (c) Studies designed to measure the influences of psychometric characteristics of the test itself and the nature of the distribution of the examinee population on estimation of population parameters. (d) Studies related to context effect. (e) Other studies related to the applicability of MMS in other situations.

(a) The validation studies for means, variances and test score distributions are of two types: a posteriori and a priori. The a posteriori studies were conducted on already
existing data, i.e., data were available for all examinees, whereas for a priori studies, data were collected using MMS.

An initial validation study of the a posteriori type was conducted by Lord (1962). Lord (1962) compared the mean, variance and distribution of test scores obtained on 1000 examinees on a 70 item vocabulary test with estimates of means, variances and the distribution of scores obtained using NMMS designs and examinee sampling. For NMMS designs the 70 items were divided into 10 subtests with 7 items in each subtest and 1000 examinees were divided into 10 random samples with 100 examinees in each sample. For each examinee the item scores on a subtest of 7 items were obtained. For examinee sampling the item scores on the whole test were obtained for ten examinee samples with 100 examinees in each sample. The results showed general superiority of MMS over examinee sampling (in terms of closeness to the population value) for estimating population mean and distribution of the test scores. However for estimating variance MMS tends to be as good as examinee sampling.

Plumlee (1964) administered a 30 item test to a population of 200 clerical applicants and calculated the test mean and standard deviation for the population. She compared this mean and standard deviation with the estimates of means and standard deviations obtained using examinee sampling and MMS (NMMS design). The results showed that the test mean estimated by MMS was closer to the population test mean than the test means estimated by examinee sampling (there were ten examinee samples and one MMS). The test standard deviations...
estimated by the examinee sampling were closer to the population test standard deviation than the test standard deviation estimated by MMS. However, Plumlee has stated that the standard deviation estimated by MMS was within the error of measurement that would be expected in giving another form of the test. Cook and Stufflebeam (1967) sampled without replacement (i.e., NMMS design). They compared estimates of population means and variances obtained using examinee samples of four different fractions of total population (10%, 25%, 33%, and 50%) with estimates of population means and variances obtained using MMS of various subtest sizes (10%, 25%, 33% and 50% of total items). Their results lend further support to Lord's (1962) and Plumlee's (1964) conclusions. However, the results with respect to different sizes of the subtest in the MMS showed no strong relationship between the size of the item sample subtest and the efficiency of the estimation of the test score distribution. In all the above studies, when comparing MMS procedures with examinee sampling procedures, the number of observations was kept constant. An observation was defined as a response to one item by an individual.

Owens and Stufflebeam (1969) in an a priori study collected data from examinees' samples of various sizes (.06, .12, and .24 of the population) and compared these results with estimates of the test score distribution based on MMS (NMMS design) of various subtest sizes (.06, .12, and .24 of the items). The results indicated that MMS provides estimates of population means and variances that are as good
as traditionally-used examinee sampling. Cahen, Romberg and Swirner (1970) in an a priori study used two parallel forms of the same test on the same examinees in a number of schools. Data on one form were obtained using a MMS procedure, whereas data on another form were obtained using the examinee sampling procedure. The correlation of estimated test means and variances of the two forms obtained from 81 schools was calculated. They concluded that the relative position of schools, with regard to test mean and variance remained the same regardless of the sampling procedure. In all the above a priori studies the number of observations when comparing examinee sampling with MMS was kept constant.

On the basis of the above review one can conclude that when the number of observations are kept constant MMS gives more precise estimates of the population mean than examinee sampling. Estimates of the population variance are less precise with MMS, but are generally not significantly worse than examinee sampling estimates.

(b) The research for the most efficient item sample size and item sample design represents the second trend in the MMS literature. In a series of post-hoc studies, Shoemaker (1970a; 1970b; 1971b and 1972) systematically manipulated the number of subtests, the number of items per subtest and the number of examinees responding to each subtest to determine the relative merits of several MMS procedures. The item subtests were sampled using NMMS or MMSWR designs. The general finding that showed up consistently in these studies
was that an important factor in the estimation of population mean and variance was the number of observations. As the number of observations increased estimates of population means and variances obtained from different MMS plans also improved. However, for estimating the population mean for a given number of observations, Shoemaker concluded that the most precise estimate (in terms of standard error of estimate) of the population mean involved giving the smallest possible number of items to each examinee and conversely, the least precise estimate involved giving all items to few examinees.

Barcikowski (1974), and Moy and Barcikowski (1974), examined the issue of item subtest sizes as a part of their investigations. They simulated data by computer. The item subtests were sampled using NMMS and MSSWR designs. The general findings of these studies which held the number of observations constant were as follows: When estimating the population mean the estimates improved as the number of items per subtest decreased with resulting increases in the number of examinees tested. The most precise estimates of the population mean (in terms of standard error) involved giving the fewest possible items to most people and conversely, the least precise estimates were obtained by giving the whole test to a lesser number of examinees. When estimating the population variance the most precise estimates of the population variance for tests with item discriminations in the range of .05 to .50, were obtained from MMS plans in which each subtest contained .25 to .50 of the total number
of items.

In most of the research in MMS, exhaustive nonoverlapping designs are used. Relatively little research is available with regard to relative merits of different designs. Lord (1962) and Lord and Novick (1968) have stated that sampling without replacement is better than sampling with replacement. Furthermore, exhaustive sampling is better than nonexhaustive sampling because in estimating the population mean the omission of even one item could have a considerable effect on the standard error of the mean. Cook and Stufflebeam (1967) and Plumlee (1964) have supported Lord's statement. Knapp (1968) has recommended the use of BIB designs for estimating group parameters. He has stated that in BIB designs, inter-item covariances can be obtained for all the items whereas in NMMS designs these data are available only for those items that are within any given matrix sample, not for items in different matrix samples. Since test variance and test reliability (calculated using the Kuder Richardson formula 20) take into account inter-relationships among items, BIB designs would seem to be better designs to use than NMMS designs. Shoemaker (1973a) has pointed out that BIB designs are often very hard to obtain and difficult to implement because the number of subtests required is excessively large. This limitation becomes extremely serious when the number of items exceeds 50. He recommends the use of PBIB design when inter-item data are required. Generally in these designs, inter-item data may not be available for all items, but they are more
practical to use than BIB designs. Shoemaker (1973a) compared estimates of the first four moments obtained using a PBIB design with estimates obtained using a MMSWR design where all items were sampled. He found that PBIB design was better than MMSWR. However, the superiority of PBIB design was more apparent in the estimation of the mean than for higher moments. These findings are consistent with the findings of Scheetz (1976).

On the basis of above studies one can draw the following conclusions: The standard error of the mean (SE) and standard error of the variance (SE\(\sigma^2\)) decrease generally with an increase in the number of observations; when estimating the population mean for a given number of observations, increasing the number of subtests is preferable to increasing the number of items per subtest. The converse is true for estimating the population variance; for all practical purposes NMMS designs provide almost as good estimates of the population mean and variance as PBIB or BIB designs. The gain in precision which may occur when using PBIB or BIB designs is probably not worth the effort of constructing the large number of subtests required in PBIB or BIB designs. However, PBIB or BIB would be necessary if data on inter-item correlation are required.

(c) The influence of psychometric characteristics of the test itself and the nature of the distribution of the examinee population on different MMS plans have been investigated by Barcikowski (1974), Moy and Barcikowski (1974) and Shoemaker (1971b, 1972).
Shoemaker (1971b) varied the variance of item difficulty indices, the shape of the test score distribution, the number of subtests, the number of items per subtest and the total number of observations. In another study Shoemaker (1972a) also varied the test reliability, expressed as an alpha coefficient, in addition to the above variables. In both of these studies Shoemaker varied one of the variables at a time while holding the other variables constant. The general findings (other than the one expressed earlier) of these two studies were as follows: As the variance of item difficulty indices increased (from .00 to .05), the SE \( \hat{\mu} \) increased and the SE \( \hat{\sigma}^2 \) decreased; The higher level of test reliability (alpha coefficient equal to .95) resulted in larger SE \( \hat{\mu} \) than the lower level of reliability (alpha coefficient equal to .80), the converse was true for estimating population variance; the skewed test score distribution resulted in smaller SE \( \hat{\mu} \) and SE \( \hat{\sigma}^2 \) than the normal test score distribution.

Forysth (1976) has shown analytically that in the MMS procedure of estimating the mean, as used by Shoemaker (1971b, 1972a), increases and decreases in the standard error of the mean are related to increases and decreases in examinee variance. He concluded that it is more reasonable to attribute changes in the standard error of the mean estimated via MMS to changes in examinee variance than to changes in other data base characteristics as stated by Shoemaker (1971b, 1972a).

Barcikowski (1972, 1974) and Moy and Barcikowski (1974) investigated the effects of item difficulty and item
discrimination of test items on the selection of a MMS plan. The NMMS and MMSWR designs were used for dividing items into subtests. They selected several hypothetical tests in which the range of item difficulties and/or the range of item discriminations were/was varied. For each test, data were generated on the computer. For a given number of observation the results obtained from different MMS plans were compared among themselves and also with examinee sampling. The results show that the range of item difficulty indices had no effect on which MMS plans gave the most precise estimate (in terms of standard error) of population means and variances. However the range of item discrimination indices affected the estimation of population means and variances obtained through different MMS plans. For tests with a high level of item discrimination (where item-total biserial correlations were .45 or higher) the best estimates of population means and variances were obtained (while holding the number of observations constant) with the MMS plans which gave the fewest number of items per subtest to a maximum number of examinees. In this case MMS provided more precise estimates of population means and variances than examinee sampling. For tests in which item discriminations were generally below .50, the same findings for the estimation of the population means were obtained, but the most precise estimates of the population variances resulted from MMS plans which contained .25 to .50 of the items in each subtest. In these cases MMS provided estimates of population variances that were as good as those from examinee sampling. The examinee sampling
provided more precise estimates of population variances than the MMS plans in which each subtest included less than .25 of the items. It should be noted that most standardized tests have item discrimination values less than .55 (Chartock, 1980).

On the basis of the above studies one can conclude that when the parameter of primary importance is the population mean, small sized subtests should be used; when the parameter of primary importance is the population variance attention should be given to the level of item discrimination of test items. With tests of low item discriminations (e.g., biserial correlation coefficients in the range of .05 to .50) larger subtests should be used, specifically subtests containing .25 to .50 of the items. With tests of high item discrimination (e.g., biserial correlation coefficient over .50) small sized subtests should be used.

(d) Another area of research with regard to MMS is related to the assumption of context effect. In MMS, it is assumed that the response of an examinee to an item is independent of the context in which the item is presented. In other words, it is assumed that the examinee would respond to the items in a sample, in the same way as if they had been embedded in the universe of items (Sirotnik, 1974). The research which has been conducted to test this assumption has generally resulted in favorable conclusions, that is, estimates of population parameters are nearly the same whether or not items are responded to as part of the total test or a subtest (French and Greer, 1964; Hill, 1975; Huck
and Bowers, 1972; Marso, 1970; Novak, 1974; Owens and
Stufflebeam, 1969; Sax and Cromack, 1966; Sirotnik, 1970a;
Sirotnik and Wellington, 1974).

Additional studies in MMS have been conducted to examine
the effect of stratification of items by item difficulty, by
inter-item correlation and by item content regardless of
context, on the estimation of the mean and variance of the
test score.

Shoemaker and Osburn (1968) found that stratification by
item content does not result in a smaller standard error of
the mean, but stratification by item difficulty results in
greatly improved estimates of the mean when MMS is used.
Subsequent research by Feldt and Forsyth (1974), Kleinke
(1972) and Myerberg (1979) showed no improvement in the
stability of parameter estimation when items are stratified
either by item difficulties or by item homogeneity (i.e.,
inter-item correlation).

On the basis of the above studies one can conclude that
it appears that taking test items out of their original
context does not seem to systematically affect the estimation
of the test mean and variance.

(e) Use of MMS has been generally confined to estimation
of group parameters such as the test mean and variance in the
context of achievement testing. Some researchers have
extended the MMS methodology in other areas. Shoemaker
(1971a), for example, has investigated the application of MMS
to scaling attitudes. Results indicate that scaled values
determined by the method of paired comparison can be
approximated satisfactorily by MMS procedures.

Peterson and Anderson (1971) have compared the factor structure of data collected on a student attitude scale using MMS (MMSWR design) and examinee sampling. They found that the factor structure of an attitude scale obtained using the two sampling procedures was somewhat similar but not equivalent. One possible explanation for this difference may be the fact that the sampling procedures were used on different samples of students and also the data were collected at different times of the year.

Klenke (1972) and Bunda (1973) have extended MMS methodology to the estimation of individual scores. Such procedures are mathematically very complicated and at the present time are not very meaningful (Sirotnik, 1974).

On the basis of the above review, one can conclude that MMS has many potential applications in numerous fields. However, to date, it has primarily been used for estimating group parameters (such as test means and variances) associated with a distribution of test scores.

Traditionally test developers have estimated item parameters by using one group of examinees to respond to all the items in the item pool. Because of the amount of time required per examinee and the little perceived benefit to the examinees or institutions, it has been difficult to obtain a sample of examinees which is both representative and large enough. However if one uses MMS for collecting data on items, it may be easier to get a more representative sample of examinees because with MMS the testing time per examinee
is much shorter. It remains to be seen if the MMS procedure
does in fact provide good estimates of item parameters.

This study was designed to explore the use of MMS
procedures for item analysis and test development. The
problem explored in the study is stated in the following
section.

Statement of the Problem

In this study a comparison was made between MMS and
examinee sampling with respect to the estimation of item
parameters and characteristics of the final test developed
using item analysis data obtained from the two sampling
procedures. More specifically, the three main questions
explored in this study are as follows:

(1) How does the MMS procedure compare with the
traditionally used examinee sampling procedure when
estimating item parameters such as item difficulty and item
discrimination?

(2) How do the final test forms, that are produced using
item analysis data obtained from MMS and examinee sampling
methods, compare with respect to the test reliability and
validity?

(3) How do the number of observations, item subtest size
and the characteristics of the items affect the estimates of
item parameters and the reliability and validity of tests
produced?
CHAPTER II

RESEARCH DESIGN

This study was primarily concerned with the comparison of examinee sampling and MMS plans with respect to the estimation of item parameters and the test reliability and validity.

This chapter includes a discussion of the following:
The approach used to collect the data for the study; assumptions made in the study; the characteristics of item sets used and the underlying rationale for selecting these item sets; sampling plans used in the study; the simulation model applied for data collection; and the comparison of the examinee sampling with the MMS sampling plans with respect to estimation of the item parameters and the test reliability and validity.

Approach to Data Collection

A Monte Carlo approach was used to construct item pools from different item sets1 and to simulate data for the study. The reasons for using a Monte Carlo approach were as follows:

One can simulate parameters for different item pools with defined characteristics; examinee scores for these item pools...

---

1. In the study an item set is defined as a set which theoretically may have an infinite number of items with certain characteristics. An item pool is defined as a finite pool of items sampled from an item set.
can be simulated for a random sample of examinees taken from a defined distribution of examinees; sampling methods, examinee sample sizes and the item subtest sizes can easily be varied. Thus this approach allows a comparison to be made between examinee sampling and MMS, and also among different MMS plans, with respect to the estimation of item parameters and the test characteristics across a wide variety of conditions. Furthermore each condition can be repeated any number of times which in turn makes it possible to estimate the stability of results.

Basically in this study, item difficulty and item discrimination indices for each item pool were simulated by having the computer use random number generators. The examinees' ability scores on the trait being measured were also simulated by the computer. The examinees ability scores were normally distributed. For each examinee the item score for each item in the item pool was computed using a linear transformation method. Two different sampling techniques (examinee sampling and MMS) and a number of plans within each technique were used for estimating item parameters and the test reliability and test validity. Results obtained from different sampling plans under different conditions, were compared.

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made in the study: (a) The items in an item set or test measure a single trait and the tests are the norm referenced maximum performance type.
Anastey (1966), Lumsden (1976) and Messick and Jackson (1958) have stated that scores of a test are more meaningful when it is known that only one continuum is involved. If unidimensionality is not evident, summation scoring is illogical as individuals having the same total may possess characteristics which are markedly different. Norm referenced tests were selected here because the item analysis procedures used in the study are most appropriate for norm referenced tests. (b) Items are scored dichotomously but an item response continuum underlies the binary item variate. McNemar (1962) has stated that the knowledge required to answer an item is generally continuously distributed. (c) If guessing is not a factor, this continuum and the trait measured, jointly follow a bivariate normal distribution in the population of examinees from which the sample is drawn. (d) All subjects who do not know the correct answer to an item guess, and do so with a probability of .25 of guessing correctly. The guessing probability is set at .25 to represent an average guessing probability found for examinees guessing randomly in tests containing items with four choices. Although it may be unrealistic to assume that examinees guess randomly, it is difficult to provide a more realistic model for simulation. Zimmerman and Williams (1965) have argued that the results obtained from models which assume random guessing differ minimally from those which do not. (e) The context in which an item occurs does not influence the response, i.e., an individual responds independently to each item. (f) All examinees have the
opportunity to attempt each item in the test or subtest, i.e., speed of response is not a consideration. (g) Thirty items in the final form of the test are sufficient to measure a single trait.

Characteristics of Item Sets

Three types of item sets were used in the study. Each item in a set of items is characterized by two values, its difficulty and discrimination. The item sets varied in the range and the shape of the distribution of difficulties. The distributions of difficulties used and the argument for selecting them is given in the following paragraphs.

For the general purpose of testing, one of the following three distributions of test scores is generally applicable. (a) Normal distribution: it is considered useful for most statistical analyses of results. This distribution is generally obtained when items are homogeneous and item difficulties are spread out and evenly distributed over the range (Lord and Novick, 1968). It was mentioned in the previous chapter that Brogden (1946), Davis (1951), Guttman and Loevinger (Bowers, 1972) and Henrysson (1971) have supported arguments in favor of difficulties which are spread out in a unidimensional test. (b) Rectangular distribution: it provides higher test variance than any other distribution for a given range of ability. It is generally obtained when items are homogeneous and item difficulties are concentrated around .5 (Anstey, 1966). As mentioned in the previous chapter, tests with item difficulties near .5 have been
advocated by authors such as Cronbach and Warrington (1952), Ebel (1972), Gullikson (1945), and Thurstone (1932). (c) Platykurtic distribution: this distribution provides more discrimination among the examinees who fall in the middle of the distribution than does a normal distribution. That is why it is preferred by some researchers (Anstey, 1966). It is generally obtained when items are homogeneous and item difficulties are spread out and normally distributed, i.e., there are more items of middle difficulties (Anstey, 1966).

In order to obtain the normal, uniform and platykurtic distributions of test scores the following ranges of item difficulties and distributions were used respectively. Item difficulties varying approximately between .16 and .84 and uniformly distributed; item difficulties varying between .40 and .60 and uniformly distributed; item difficulties varying between .16 and .84 and normally distributed. It was assumed in the study that the above ranges and distributions of item difficulties would approximate those of most norm referenced tests. For all item sets the range of item discrimination varied between .05 and .60 and discriminations were uniformly distributed. Theoretically, item discrimination can vary anywhere from -1.00 to 1.00. However, in most published tests, item discrimination rarely exceeds .60 to .70 (Chauncey and Frederkson, 1951; Chartock, 1980). It was expected that the above range of item discrimination would allow some poor items (i.e., items with very low item discrimination) as well as good items (i.e., items with high item discrimination) in the initial item pool.
Using the given combination of difficulties and
discriminations, three types of item sets were used in the
study. They are shown in Table 1. From each item set 50
item pools with 60 items in each item pool were simulated.
These item pools were used for 50 replications done under
each condition which are discussed later. Nunnally (1967)
has stated that in order to have sufficient room to discard
those items which are poor, the pretest should have two to
three times as many items as the finished test. Thus if one
wishes to have 30 items in the final test form, one should
have 60 to 90 items in the initial pool of items. In this
study each item pool consisted of 60 items. Although 60
items are fewer than what one would desire to have in an
initial pool of items, this number was used because of
constraints on computer time.

Sampling Plans

The examinee sampling and the MMS plans used in this
study are described in this section.

Examinee Sampling:

For examinee sampling, each examinee responded to all
items in the item pool. The three examinee sample sizes (N)
used in the study were N=120, N=300 and N=600. They
correspond to 7200, 18000, and 36000 observations
respectively. Nunnally (1967) has stated that in order to
have fairly stable estimates of item parameters, items should
TABLE 1

Characteristics of Item Sets Used in the Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Set</th>
<th>Range of Difficulty</th>
<th>Distribution of Difficulties</th>
<th>Range of Discrimination Indices</th>
<th>Distribution of Discrimination Indices</th>
<th>Expected Test Score Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>.16 to .84</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>.05 to .60</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>.40 to .60</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>.05 to .60</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Rectangular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>.16 to .84</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>.05 to .60</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Platykurtic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
be pretested on a large number of subjects, preferably 5 to 10 times as many subjects as items. The sample size N=120 was included here to determine if examinee sample sizes smaller than 5 to 10 times the number of items can give as stable estimates of item parameters as examinee sample sizes equal to 5 to 10 times the number of items.

Multiple Matrix Sampling:

The partially balanced incomplete block design (PBIB) with some restrictions was used to divide items into subtests. The restrictions were that each item was repeated an equal number of times and each item was paired with every other item at least once. This design was chosen because a full matrix of item covariances was needed for estimating item discriminations.

Three item subtest sizes investigated were: one half of the item pool (i.e., 30 items in each subtest), one third of the item pool (i.e., 20 items in each subtest) and one fifth of the item pool (i.e., 12 items in each subtest). The exact procedure used for forming subtests for the three different subtest sizes was as follows: items in the test were first randomly divided into sections equal to one half the size of the subtest required. For example, for subtests of sizes 30, 20 and 12, items were randomly divided into sections of 15, 10 and 6 items, respectively. Then all possible combinations of sections two at a time were taken to form subtests. Subtest sizes smaller than one fifth were not used because
the number of subtests (t) constructed for each test would have been too large for practical purposes. Although it would be preferable that all item pairs be repeated an equal number of times, it is generally not possible to obtain this with PBIB designs. One could use BIB designs to satisfy this condition but BIB designs are impractical to use because the number of subtests required for each test is excessive (Shoemaker, 1973a).

The number of examinees used for each MMS plan (i.e., subtest sizes) was chosen in such a way that the number of observations in different MMS plans corresponded to number of observations in examinee sampling. This was done to keep an equal number of observations for each comparison between examinee sampling and MMS. Shoemaker (1970a) has stated that the number of observations is an important factor in estimating test parameters. An observation is defined as an examinee's response to an item. In examinee sampling, the number of observations is equal to the number of items (K) in the item pool times the number of examinees (N) taking the test. In a MMS plan, the number of observations is found by multiplying the number of subtests (t) by the number of items per subtest (k) by the number of examinees taking each subtest (n). The sampling plans, examinee sample sizes, number of observations for each plan and total number of examinees used for each sampling plan are presented in Table 2.
**TABLE 2**

Number of Observations, Examinee Sample Sizes and MMS Plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Examines Used in Examinee Sampling (N)</th>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
<th>MMS Plans t/k/n&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Total Number of Examinees Used For Each MMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>6/30/40</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>15/20/24</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7020</td>
<td>45/12/13&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>18000</td>
<td>6/30/100</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18000</td>
<td>15/20/60</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17820</td>
<td>45/12/33&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>36000</td>
<td>6/30/200</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36000</td>
<td>15/20/120</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35640</td>
<td>45/12/66&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Code:  
\[ t = \text{Number of subtests} \]
\[ k = \text{Number of items per subtest} \]
\[ n = \text{Number of examinees per subtest} \]

<sup>b</sup> Number of observations for these plans are not equal to the total number of observations as there is no whole number which, after multiplying 45 and 12, results in the total number of observations.
The Simulation Model

The data base for this study was generated on the computer. The item difficulty and item discrimination indices for 50 item pools representing each item set, described in Table 1, were simulated by the computer. The examinee scores for each item pool were also simulated by the computer for both examinee sampling and MMS plans. The procedure for simulating item indices and examinee scores is described below. In order to estimate the stability of results 50 replications were made under each sampling condition and item set. The item pool was varied in each replication. However the same 50 item pools were used with all sampling plans in a item set.

Simulation of Item Indices:

In order to simulate item indices for item pools representing different item sets two pseudo-random¹ number generators RAND and NORM were used at various steps: RAND was designed to generate a variate uniformly (rectangularly) distributed between 0 and 1; and, NORM was designed to generate a normal variate with a mean of 0.0 and a standard deviation of 1.0. A further description of these random number generators can be found in Appendix A.

¹. In simulation studies using a digital computer the generated values are not truly random, but rather pseudo-random (Hammersley and Handscomb, 1967).
The 60 item difficulties for each item pool representing item set A (associated with a normal distribution of test scores) and item set B (associated with a rectangular distribution) were generated with RAND. The values generated were mapped into specified ranges by Formula 1.

\[(UL - LL) \times RN + LL\]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where:

UL = Upper limit of the range of item difficulties.

LL = Lower limit of the range of item difficulties.

RN = The generated pseudo-random number between 0 and 1.

The 60 item difficulties for each item pool representing item set C (associated with a platykurtic distribution of test scores) were generated with NORM. The values obtained from NORM were mapped into a normal distribution with mean of .5 and standard deviation of .113 as specified in Formula 2. This provided a range of values varying approximately between .16 and .84.

\[.5 + .113(Z)\]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where:

Z = The generated pseudo-random variate from NORM.

The 60 discrimination indices for all item pools representing different item sets were generated with RAND. They were mapped into the specified range by Formula 1.

Using the above procedure the item indices for 50 item pools representing each item set were generated. They were
stored in three separate files, one file for each type of item set (see Flow chart A in Appendix B). These files were used for 50 replications done under each testing condition.

Simulation of Examinee Scores:

The examinee scores for all sampling plans were generated by the following steps. In Step 1, a given number of examinees (see Table 2) of varying ability on the trait being measured was generated using NORM, for each testing condition of examinee sampling and MMS. These examinees represented a pseudo-random sample of examinees taken from a normal population of examinees on the trait being measured.

In Step 2, a continuous item score \( Y_g \) for item \( i \) was computed for examinee \( g \) using the following linear transformation:

\[
Y_g = d_1 X_g \times (\sqrt{1-d_1^2})Z \tag{3}
\]

Where:

\( Y_g \) = Standard score of examinee \( g \) on item \( i \).
\( d_1 \) = Discrimination parameter of item \( i \) (i.e., Pearson Product Moment correlation between the trait and item score.
\( X_g \) = Ability of examinee \( g \) in standard score.
\( Z \) = A pseudo-random variate generated by NORM.

Once the \( Y_g \) score was obtained, it was dichotomized using the difficulty parameters. If \( Y_g \) was greater than the difficulty of item \( i \) (item difficulty was converted into a standard score by locating the point in the normal
distribution which corresponded to the difficulty level of the item), a score of "1" was assigned to the examinee for that item. If $Y_g$ was less than the item difficulty, the examinee was allowed to guess with a probability of .25 of guessing correctly. A pseudo-random variate between zero and one was generated using the computer program RAND. If this variate was equal to or less than .25, it was assumed that the examinee guessed the item correctly and a score of "1" was assigned, otherwise a score of "0" was assigned. Step 2 was repeated until scores for each item in an item set were generated for each of the given number of examinees. At the end of Step 2, a matrix of examinee by item scores has been generated. Since the number of examinees was varied in different examinee sampling and MMS plans a different size matrix of examinee by item scores was generated for each of the examinee and MMS plans stated in Table 2. For example, for the examinee sampling where $N=120$ a matrix of 120 by 60 of examinee by item scores was generated whereas for the MMS shown as 6/30/40 in Table 2 a matrix of 240 by 60 of examinee by item scores was generated.

For each examinee sampling plan the matrix of examinee by item scores was used to estimate item difficulties and item discriminations. For each MMS plan examinees and items were sampled from the examinee by item matrix according to the plan. For example, for the MMS plan 6/30/40 (given in Table 2) first a matrix of 240 by 60 of examinee by item scores was generated then for the first 40 examinees $(n)$, item scores for the first subtest were selected, for the next 40
examinees, item scores for the second subtest were selected and so on. In step 3 estimates of item parameters and other statistics were calculated using these sample data. Following this, in step 4, 30 items with the highest estimated biserial r were selected for the final form of the test, from each sampling plan. The final form of the test made up of 30 items with the highest estimated item discrimination is referred to as "final test" in the study. The test reliability (internal consistency) and test validity of the final test were estimated. In order to obtain estimates of test reliability and validity of the final test, the responses to these 30 items were simulated by computer for a random sample of 300 examinees. The procedure used for computer simulation of responses was the same as that described earlier. Three hundred examinees is ten times the number of items. Nunnally (1967) has suggested that in order to have stable estimates of parameters one should have a sample of examinees 5 to 10 times as large as the number of items. In addition to the above, 30 items were also randomly selected from the pool of items. The responses to these items were also simulated by computer for a sample of 300 examinees, and test reliability and validity were estimated. This was done to allow comparison between reliability and validity of final tests in which items were carefully selected with those tests in which items were randomly selected.

Steps 1 to 4 were repeated 50 times, giving 50 replications for each type of item set under each of the 12 sampling conditions described in Table 2.
Estimation of Item Parameters and Test Reliability and Validity

Estimation of Item Parameters:

The two item parameters estimated were item difficulty and item discrimination. The difficulty of an item was estimated by calculating the proportion of subjects among those who responded to the item, that answered it correctly. The item discrimination was estimated by calculating the biserial correlation between an item score and total test score. This measure of discrimination is considered relatively stable and independent of item difficulty (Pyrezaek, 1973; Lord and Novick, 1968). The exact procedures used for estimating item difficulty and item discrimination for examinee and MMS sampling plan are as follows:

Examinee Sampling:

The formulae used for estimating item difficulty ($\hat{p}_i$) and biserial correlation ($\hat{d}_1$) between an item and total test score are as follows:

$$\hat{p}_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} x_{ij}}{N}$$

(4)

where:

$\hat{p}_i$ = estimate of difficulty of item $i$

$N$ = sum of scores of $N$ examinees on item $i$

Examinee Sampling:

The formulae used for estimating item difficulty ($\hat{p}_i$) and biserial correlation ($\hat{d}_1$) between an item and total test score are as follows:

$$\hat{p}_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} x_{ij}}{N}$$

(4)

where:

$\hat{p}_i$ = estimate of difficulty of item $i$

$N$ = sum of scores of $N$ examinees on item $i$
\[ \hat{d}_i = \hat{\beta}_{T_i} \left( \frac{\hat{p}_i \hat{q}_i}{Y} \right) \]  

(5)

Where:

\( \hat{d}_i \) = estimate of r-biserial between item i and total test score.

\( \hat{\beta}_{T_i} \) = Point biserial correlation between item i total test score (T).

\( \hat{p}_i \) = defined previously.

\( \hat{q}_i \) = \((1 - \hat{p}_i)\)

\( Y \) = the ordinate of the dividing line between the proportions \( \hat{p}_i \) and \( \hat{q}_i \) in a unit normal curve.

**Multiple Matrix Sampling:**

The formula used for estimating item difficulty and biserial \( r \) between an item and total test score is

\[ \hat{p}_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} X_{ij}}{M} \]  

(6)

Where:

\( \hat{p}_i \) = estimate of difficulty of item i.

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{M} X_{ij} \] = sum of scores of M examinees on item i.

Where M is the number of examinees who responded to item i.

In the MMS procedure, since each examinee did not respond to every item in the test, total test scores were not available. Thus in order to calculate biserial \( r \), first the matrix of covariances among the items was obtained. The size of this matrix was 60 by 60. When
estimating the covariance between two items only those item scores were used for which data were available on both items. One could also estimate the covariance between items using the generalized symmetric mean (gsm) approach proposed by Knapp (1979), which uses all the data available on items. However, Knapp has stated that although the gsm approach gives an unbiased estimate of population covariance, it has a larger standard error when there is missing data (which is the case in MMS) than the covariance which is obtained using only those pairs of measurements for which complete data are available. Since all items were not paired an equal number of times, some covariance estimates were based on a large number of observations where others were based on a smaller number of observations.

The following formula was used for estimating biserial \( r \) between an item and total test score.

\[
\hat{d}_i = \left( \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{K} \text{cov}_{ij}}{\sqrt{\hat{\sigma}_T^2 \hat{\sigma}_i^2}} \right) \left( \frac{\hat{p}_i \hat{q}_i}{Y} \right) \quad (7)
\]

Where:
\( \hat{d}_i \) = estimate of biserial \( r \) for item \( i \).
\( \sum_{j=1}^{K} \text{cov}_{ij} \) = sum of all the elements in row \( i \) of the matrix of inter-item covariance. This is equal to item total covariance (Magnusson, 1966).
\( \hat{\sigma}_T^2 \) = estimate of test variance.
\( \hat{\sigma}_i^2 \) = estimate of item variance. It is equal to \( \hat{p}_i \) times \( \hat{q}_i \).
The estimate of test variance was obtained using the gsm approach described by Sirotnik & Wellington (1977). They have shown that this approach gives an unbiased estimate of the population variance, and that the standard error of this variance in MMS designs is less than the standard error obtained using any other approach.

**Estimation of Test Reliability and Validity:**

The test characteristics were measured by calculating the reliability and validity of the final test. The main aim of a test constructor is to construct a test which is reliable and valid. When constructing a test designed to measure a single underlying trait, one of the statistical criteria often used by test constructors to select or reject items for the final version of the test, is an estimate of item discrimination. The items with highest item discrimination are selected for the final test (Ghiselli, Campbell and Zedeck, 1981; Lord and Novick, 1968). According to Ghiselli, Campbell and Zedeck (1981) and Lord and Novick (1968) for tests constructed in the above manner the internal consistency of the test provides a useful approximation to the reliability of the test. In this study the 30 items with the largest estimated item discrimination were selected to be included in the final test. The reliability of the final test was estimated using the Kuder Richardson Formula 20 (e.g., Magnusson, 1966).
\[ r_{xx} = \left( \frac{K}{K-1} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{K} \sigma_i^2}{\sigma_T^2} \right) \]

Where

- \( r_{xx} \) = reliability of the test.
- \( \sum_{i=1}^{K} \sigma_i^2 \) = sum of item variances.
- \( K \) = number of items (i.e., 30).
- \( \sigma_T^2 \) = estimate of test variance.

The criterion validity of the final test was obtained by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between the total test score for each examinee and the corresponding ability score. It should be noted however that in practice one cannot estimate validity this way, as the ability scores on the trait being measured are not known. In addition to the above estimates of reliability and validity under each replication of each sampling plan and condition, the reliability and validity estimates were also obtained for 30 items where items were randomly selected from the pool of items. This was done to determine if the reliability and validity of a final test composed of the "best" (items with largest item discrimination) items are in fact better than those of a test in which items are randomly selected.

The mean, standard deviation and range of the 50 estimates of reliability and validity of the final tests, as well as reliability and validity of tests composed of 30 randomly selected items, were obtained for each sampling plan and condition.
Comparison of Sampling Methods

The sampling plans were compared with respect to item parameters, test reliability and validity. Three dependent measures were selected to compare sampling plans with respect to item parameters. In this section description of the dependent measures, their estimation procedure and the methods applied for comparing results are discussed.

**Dependent Measures:**

The following three dependent measures were selected to measure the efficiency of estimates of item parameters.

(a). The mean squared error between estimated and true item parameters. The estimates which on the average have smaller mean square error are considered better than the estimates which on the average have larger mean square error.

(b). The average correspondence between estimated and true parameters. The correspondence is measured using Spearman rank order correlation. If the rank order correlation is high, there is a high correspondence, i.e., the estimated values are in an order similar to the true values. If one method consistently underestimates or overestimates an item parameter more than the other method, Spearman rank order correlation will not be affected whereas the mean squared error will be affected. The estimates which on the average have a larger Spearman rank order correlation are considered better than those which on the average have a smaller correlation.

(c). The proportion of misclassification of items.
This is estimated by calculating the following two proportions and adding them together. The proportion of items with true discrimination index higher than a critical value of .30 and estimated discrimination index lower than the critical value. The proportion of items with a true discrimination index lower than the critical value and an estimated discrimination index higher than the critical value. The item discrimination index is considered a fairly valid indicator of item quality (Ebel, 1972; Pyrczak, 1973). 

Ebel (1972) has suggested that any item with a discrimination index less than .30 is a marginal item and generally should be improved. Berk (1978) has also stated that in item selection procedures items with discrimination indices below .30 are often rejected in favour of those with greater discrimination power. Often when pretesting a pool of items, the test constructor is not really interested in the exact value of the true item discrimination of each item; what he is interested in is knowing whether this value is above or below a critical value (which is chosen to be equal to .30). Accordingly, the accuracy of sample statistics (estimates) may be measured, not in terms of the distance between the statistic (estimate) and the parameter of an item but in terms of the proportion of misclassifications of the items in the pretest pool. An item will be misclassified if, for instance, the real item discrimination is .40 and its estimate in the pretest sample is .28. On the other hand, an item with true discrimination of .55 that appears in the pretest sample as having a discrimination of .7 will not be
misclassified. Thus this measure is designed to estimate the proportion of misclassifications. The estimates of item discrimination which on the average have a smaller proportion of misclassified items are considered better than those which have a larger proportion of misclassified items.

**Estimation of Dependent Measures:**

(a). Mean square error (MSE):

The mean square errors for difficulty and discrimination item parameters were obtained by comparing estimated parameters with true parameters. The formula used for calculating the MSE for the difficulty parameter is as follows:

\[
\text{MSE}(\bar{\theta}) = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} (\theta_i - \hat{\theta}_i)^2
\]

(9)

Where:

\(\text{MSE}(\hat{\theta})\) = MSE for difficulty parameter.
\(\theta_i\) = true difficulty for item \(i\).
\(\hat{\theta}_i\) = estimated difficulty for item \(i\).
\(K\) = number of items (i.e., 60).

The 50 estimates of \(\text{MSE}(\theta)\) (one for each run) for each sampling plan under each condition were obtained. The mean, range and standard deviation of these 50 estimates were calculated for each sampling plan and condition.

The formula used for calculating MSE for biserial r \([\text{MSE}(d)]\) is as follows:
\[
\text{MSE}(\hat{d}) = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} \frac{(d_i - \hat{d}_i)^2}{K}
\]  
(10)

Where:
- \( \text{MSE}(\hat{d}) \): MSE for discrimination parameter.
- \( d_i \): true discrimination parameter for item \( i \).
- \( \hat{d}_i \): estimated discrimination parameter for item \( i \).

The mean, range and standard deviation of the 50 estimates obtained for each sampling plan and condition were calculated.

(b). Spearman rank order correlation coefficient:
The Spearman rank order correlation between estimated and true parameters for each sampling plan and condition was obtained to measure average correspondence between true and estimated parameters for both difficulty and discrimination parameters. The Spearman rank order correlation between estimated and true item difficulties and between estimated and true item discriminations are referred to as \( \rho(\dd) \) and \( \rho(\hat{d}d) \) respectively. The mean, range and standard deviation of the 50 estimates of Spearman rank correlation coefficients were also computed for each sampling plan under each condition.

(c). Proportion of misclassification of items:
For each sampling plan and condition, after estimates of discrimination parameters were obtained, the proportion of items with \( d_i > .30 \) and \( \hat{d}_i < .30 \) was calculated. Similarly the
proportion of items with \( d_i < 0.30 \) and \( \hat{d}_i > 0.30 \) was also calculated. These proportions were added together to obtain the proportion of misclassifications. The mean, range and standard deviation of the 50 estimates of proportion of misclassification of items were obtained for each sampling plan and condition.

**Comparison of Results:**

This study was designed to answer the following questions: How does the MMS procedure compare with the traditionally used examinee sampling procedure when estimating item parameters such as item difficulty and item discrimination? How do the final tests, that are produced using item analysis data obtained from MMS and examinee sampling methods, compare with regard to test reliability and validity? How do the number of observations, item subtest sizes and the characteristics of item sets affect the estimates of item parameters and the reliability and validity of tests produced?

In order to answer the first question examinee sampling and MMS were compared with regard to the \( \text{MSE}(\hat{p}) \), \( \rho(\hat{p}) \), \( \text{MSE}(\hat{d}) \), \( \rho(\hat{d}) \) and the proportions of misclassified items. While comparing the sampling plans, the number of observations and type of item set were kept constant. The sampling plan which on the average had relatively smaller \( \text{MSE}(\hat{p}) \) and larger \( \rho(\hat{p}) \) was considered better than others for estimating item difficulty parameters. Similarly the sampling plan which on the average had relatively smaller
MSE(\hat{\delta}) and proportions of misclassified items and larger 
\rho(d\hat{\delta}) was considered better than other sampling plans for estimating item discrimination parameters.

The second question was answered by comparing examinee sampling with MMS plans, for a given number of observations and item set with regard to the average reliability and validity of the final tests. The sampling plan which on the average provided relatively higher reliability was considered better in terms of reliability than the other sampling plans. Similarly the sampling plan which provided higher validity was considered better than the other sampling plans in terms of validity. In addition to comparing the sampling plans with regard to the average reliability and validity of the final tests, the average reliability and validity of the final tests were also compared with those of the 30 random item tests. These comparisons were done to see how the average reliability and validity of the final tests compared with those in which items were selected randomly. If the final tests were good tests, one would expect that their reliability and validity would be larger than those of tests in which items were selected randomly.

In order to answer the third question the results obtained from different sampling plans for varying numbers of observations were compared with regard to MSE(\hat{p}), \rho(\hat{pp}), MSE(\hat{\delta}), \rho(d\hat{\delta}), proportion of misclassified items, average reliability and average validity, keeping the item set constant. Similarly the results obtained from different MMS plans were compared with regard to the above measures while
keeping the number of observations and item sets constant but varying the item subtest sizes. The results obtained from different item sets were also compared with regard to the above measures, while keeping the number of observations and sampling plan constant.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter the results are presented and discussed. The chapter is divided into two major sections. In the first section the results associated with estimates of item parameters obtained from the MMS plans and the examinee sampling plans under different conditions are discussed. In the second section the results associated with reliability and validity of the final test forms produced from MMS and examinee sampling methods, are discussed. The results associated with the number of observations, item subtest size and the characteristic of item sets are incorporated in the two sections described above.

Estimates of Item Parameters

The estimates of item parameters obtained from examinee sampling plans and MMS plans under different conditions were compared with respect to the following statistics: Mean square error for item difficulty \([\text{MSE}(\hat{\beta})]\); Spearman rank correlation between true and estimated item difficulties \([\rho(\hat{p})]\); Mean square error for item discrimination \([\text{MSE}(\hat{\alpha})]\); Spearman rank correlation between estimated and true item discrimination \([\rho(\hat{\alpha})]\); the proportion of items that are misclassified. The results obtained from the above measures are discussed below.
Mean Square Error for Item Difficulty \([\text{MSE}(\hat{p})]\):

The mean square error between estimated and true item difficulties was obtained for each replication, sampling plan and condition. Since 50 replications were made under each condition, the mean, standard deviation and range (minimum and maximum) of these 50 estimates of \(\text{MSE}(\hat{p})\) were calculated. The results are shown in Table 3.

The results show that for a given item set and number of observations, the means of \(\text{MSE}(\hat{p})\) were almost the same whether they were obtained using examinee sampling or MMS plans. The item difficulty of an item is defined as the proportion of correct responses among those who answered the item. Since the number of examinees who answered each item under each sampling plan of a test was kept constant for a given number of observations, one would expect that the estimates of item difficulties would be similar except for sampling fluctuations. The results shown tend to support this expectation.

The distribution of item difficulties in a item set and number of observations had some effect on the average \(\text{MSE}(\hat{p})\). For a given number of observations, on the average, \(\text{MSE}(\hat{p})\) for item set B is consistently lower than the average \(\text{MSE}(\hat{p})\) for item set C which in turn is consistently lower than \(\text{MSE}(\hat{p})\) for item set A. The reason for this variation could be the distribution of item difficulties in a item set. In item set B, item difficulties varied between .40 and .60, whereas item difficulties in item set A and item set C varied
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
<th>Sampling Plans</th>
<th>Item Set A</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Item Set B</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Item Set C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>HAX</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>MN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=120)</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HNS (t/k/a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6/30/40</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15/20/24</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45/12/13</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=300)</td>
<td>.019</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HNS (t/k/a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6/30/160</td>
<td>.019</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15/20/60</td>
<td>.019</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45/12/33</td>
<td>.019</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=600)</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HNS (t/k/a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6/30/260</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15/20/120</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45/12/66</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Coder:**
- **SD** = Standard deviation
- **MN** = Minimum value
- **HAX** = Maximum value
between .16 and .84. In item set A, item difficulties were uniformly distributed over the range whereas in item set C they were normally distributed around the mean of .50. Thus there were more items of extreme (very high and very low) difficulties in item set A than in item set C, which in turn had more items of extreme difficulty than item set B. One would assume that the examinees would be more likely to guess when an item is relatively more difficult than when it is easy. Thus an estimate of an item parameter will fluctuate more from the true item parameter when the item is relatively more difficult than when it is easy. Since the differences between estimated and true item parameters are squared in the calculation of MSE, tests consisting of a relatively large number of very difficult items would inflate (increase) MSE more than those consisting of a relatively small number of very difficult items. There were more items of extreme difficulty in item set A than in item set C, which in turn had more items of extreme difficulty than item set B. Thus one would expect largest MSE(\hat{\beta}) for item set A and smallest MSE(\hat{\beta}) for item set B. The results tend to support this expectation.

For both examinee sampling and MMS plans, as the number of observations increased from 7200 to 18000 the mean MSE(\hat{\beta}) decreased consistently. On the average, for item sets B and C, any further increase in the observations made no difference in MSE(\hat{\beta}). For item set A, as the number of observations increased from 18000 to 36000, the average MSE(\hat{\beta}) decreased still further. It may be due to the
distribution of item difficulties in the set. In item set A there were relatively more items of extreme difficulty than in item sets C and B. Since the guessing factor inflates the estimation of item difficulties more when items are relatively more difficult than when they are easy, one would expect that a relatively larger number of observations will be required to get stable results under such conditions.

The maximum standard deviation of 50 estimates of \( \text{MSE}(\hat{\theta}) \) for all item sets and sampling plans is .003. Thus one can infer that estimates of item difficulties tend to be fairly consistent from sample to sample.

On the basis of the above results, one can conclude that for a given item set and number of observations, there tends to be little difference in mean \( \text{MSE}(\hat{\theta}) \) obtained from examinee sampling and different MMS plans. On the average, \( \text{MSE}(\hat{\theta}) \) tends to be smaller for item sets where most items are of medium difficulty than for item sets where item difficulties are spread-out. This difference may be caused by the presence of a larger number of very difficult items in item sets in which item difficulties were spread out. As the number of observations increases, average \( \text{MSE}(\hat{\theta}) \) decreases for all tests and sampling plans. However, one would require larger numbers of observations to obtain stable estimates of item difficulties when the item difficulties in a test are spread out (possibly to account for larger amount of guessing associated with very difficult items) than when most items in a test are of medium difficulty.
The Spearman Rank Correlation between Estimated and True Item Difficulties [$\rho(\hat{p})$]:

The Spearman rank correlation between true and estimated item difficulties was obtained for each sampling plan and condition to measure correspondence between estimated and true item difficulties. Since 50 replications were made under each condition, the mean, standard deviation and range (minimum and maximum value) of 50 estimates of $\rho(\hat{p})$ were calculated. The results are reported in Table 4.

Most of the results given in Table 4 are consistent with results in Table 3, except for findings associated with the different item sets.

For a given item set and number of observations, the mean of $\rho(\hat{p})$ is approximately the same for examinee sampling and MMS plans. As the number of observations increased on the average $\rho(\hat{p})$ also increased for all sampling plans and item sets.

The results in Table 4 show that for all sampling plans, for a given number of observations the mean $\rho(\hat{p})$ is lower for the item set B than for the item set C, which in turn is lower than the item set A. On the basis of this, one would assume that correspondence between estimated and true item difficulties is lowest for item set B. Contrary to this finding, results in Table 3 show that on the average $\text{MSE}(\hat{p})$ is lowest for item set B and highest for item set A. The reason for this discrepancy of results seemed to be the susceptibility of rank correlation to the range of item difficulties in a test. In item set B, item difficulties
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
<th>Sampling Plan</th>
<th>Item Set A</th>
<th></th>
<th>Item Set B</th>
<th></th>
<th>Item Set C</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>MIN</td>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=120)</td>
<td>.956</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.901</td>
<td>.978</td>
<td>.617</td>
<td>.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EMS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>6/30/40</td>
<td>.952</td>
<td>.010</td>
<td>.932</td>
<td>.970</td>
<td>.608</td>
<td>.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>15/20/24</td>
<td>.953</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>.919</td>
<td>.975</td>
<td>.623</td>
<td>.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>45/12/13</td>
<td>.949</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.912</td>
<td>.977</td>
<td>.612</td>
<td>.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=300)</td>
<td>.978</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.954</td>
<td>.989</td>
<td>.780</td>
<td>.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EMS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>6/30/100</td>
<td>.978</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.960</td>
<td>.990</td>
<td>.783</td>
<td>.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>15/20/60</td>
<td>.979</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.969</td>
<td>.988</td>
<td>.780</td>
<td>.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>45/12/33</td>
<td>.977</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.960</td>
<td>.989</td>
<td>.785</td>
<td>.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=600)</td>
<td>.987</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.980</td>
<td>.993</td>
<td>.878</td>
<td>.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EMS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>6/30/200</td>
<td>.987</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.975</td>
<td>.992</td>
<td>.864</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>15/20/20</td>
<td>.988</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.980</td>
<td>.991</td>
<td>.870</td>
<td>.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>45/12/66</td>
<td>.987</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.965</td>
<td>.994</td>
<td>.864</td>
<td>.033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were clustered near .5 and varied between .40 and .60. Whereas in item set A and C, item difficulties were spread out over the range of .16 to .84. However, the standard deviation of item difficulties was lower in item set C than in item set A, because the distribution of item difficulties was normal around .50 in item set C whereas the distribution of item difficulties was uniform over the range in item set A. Statisticians have shown that the size of the correlation coefficient is influenced by the size of the standard deviation or the range of scores being correlated (Nunnally, 1975; Shavelson, 1981).

One can conclude that the dependent measures MSE(\(\hat{p}\)) and \(\sigma(\hat{p})\) used to evaluate the estimates of item difficulties obtained from examinee sampling and MMS plans tend to provide similar conclusions, except for the results associated with different item sets. The conclusions are as follows: There is little difference in the accuracy with which item difficulties are estimated by examinee sampling and MMS plans; as the number of observations increases the accuracy with which item difficulties are estimated also increases.

**Mean Square Error for Item Discrimination [MSE(\(\hat{d}\))]:**

In order to see what effect different sampling plans (examinee sampling versus MMS plans), the number of observations, item subtest sizes in MMS plans and different characteristics of item sets have on estimation of item discrimination, the mean square error between estimated and true item discriminations was obtained for all item sets.
under each sampling plan and condition. Since 50 replications were made under each of the above conditions, the mean, standard deviation and range (minimum and maximum value) of 50 estimates of MSE(\( \hat{\alpha} \)) were calculated. The results are reported in Table 5.

The results show that for a given item set and number of observations, the MSE(\( \hat{\alpha} \)) is lower for examinee sampling than for MMS plans. However, the difference between MSE(\( \hat{\alpha} \)) of the examinee sampling plan and the MMS plans decreased as the number of items per subtest increased while keeping the number of observations constant. Comparisons among different MMS plans for a given number of observations show that on the average MSE(\( \hat{\alpha} \)) decreased as the number of items in each subtest increased from one-fifth of the total number of items to one-half of the total number of items. Two factors that may have influenced the above results, could be the precision with which total test variance and inter item covariances are estimated. Barcikowski (1974) and Moy and Barcikowski (1974) have shown that the most precise (lowest standard error) estimates of population variance are obtained from those MMS plans which contain more items per subtest (i.e., MMS plans which contain one-quarter to one-half of the total items in each subtest) than from MMS plans which contain fewer items per subtest. For a given item set and number of observations one would expect that the estimate of total test variance would become more precise as the number of items in each subtest would increase. For a given number of observations and item sets, the minimum number of times each item was
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
<th>Sampling Plan</th>
<th>Item Set A</th>
<th>Item Set B</th>
<th>Item Set C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>MIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=120)</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>6/20/60</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15/20/74</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45/12/13</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=300)</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>6/20/100</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15/20/60</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45/12/33</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=600)</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>6/20/200</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15/20/120</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45/12/66</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 5
Mean, Standard Deviation and Range (Minimum and Maximum Values) of 50 Estimates of MSE ($\hat{\sigma}$) for Item Sets A, B and C Under Different Sampling Plans and Number of Observations.
paired with other items was highest for the examinee sampling and it decreased as the number of items in each subtest of MMS plans decreased. Statistically the number of pairs used for estimating a population correlation coefficient influences the stability with which the correlation coefficient is estimated. Since the biserial r between an item and the total test score is affected by inter-item covariance and test variance (see Formula 7), anything that influences estimation of inter-item covariance and test variance may also influence estimation of biserial r.

The results also show that for each sampling plan and item set, the MSE(d) decreased as the number of observations increased from 7200 to 36000. Lord and Novick (1968), Neill and Jackson (1970) and Nunnally have stated that one should have a large sample of examinees (preferably five to ten times the number of items) to have good estimates of item discriminations. The results of this study tend to support the above authors. The standard deviation of 50 estimates of MSE(\tilde{d}) also decreased as the number of observations increased also as the number of items in each subtest increased. Thus one can say that estimates of item discrimination not only become more accurate they also become more stable as the number of observations increases and as the number of items in each subtest increases.

Comparison of results of different item sets for examinee sampling plans and MMS plans show that for a given number of observations, on the average MSE(\tilde{d}) for item set B is consistently lower than MSE(\tilde{d}) for item set C which in
turn is consistently lower than MSE(\delta) for item set A. The reason for this difference in MSE(\delta) could be the distribution of item difficulties in different item sets. The influence of item difficulty on guessing and MSE has been described earlier. Ashler (1979) has also shown that biserial r underestimates the correlation coefficient in the presence of guessing. This influence is substantial when items are difficult. Kendall and Stuart (1967) have shown that the standard error for a fixed biserial r is smallest for items of .50 difficulty and it increases as item difficulty deviates from .50. On the basis of above findings one would expect that the estimates of item discriminations (biserial r) would be most stable for item set B because most items are of medium difficulty, and least stable for item set A because there are relatively larger number of difficult items in this item set than in other item sets, also item difficulties in item set A are uniformly spread out over a wider range. The results tend to support this expectation.

On the basis of above results and discussion one can conclude that if the number of observations are kept constant, MSE(\delta) is lower for examinee sampling than for MMS plans. However, this difference decreases as the number of observations and the number of items in each subtest of MMS plans increases. For a given number of observations and sampling plans, MSE(\delta) is lower for item sets where most items are of medium difficulty than for item sets where item difficulties are spread out. This is more likely due to differential influence of guessing and the standard error of
biserial r on items of different difficulty.

**Spearman Rank Correlation Between True and Estimated Item Discrimination** $\rho(d\hat{d})$:

In order to determine the correspondence between estimated and true item discrimination, Spearman rank correlation between true and estimated item discriminations was obtained for each sampling plan, under all conditions. Under each condition, 50 replications were done. The mean, standard deviation and range (minimum and maximum value) of 50 estimates of $\rho(d\hat{d})$ were calculated. The results are reported in Table 6.

The results shown in Table 6 are consistent with the results in Table 5. For a given number of observations and item set $\rho(d\hat{d})$ was higher for examinee sampling than for MMS plans. However, this difference in $\rho(d\hat{d})$ decreased as the number of observations and number of items per subtest increased. The average $\rho(d\hat{d})$ is higher for item set B than for item set C, which is higher than the average $\rho(d\hat{d})$ for item set A. This may be because the estimates of biserial r tend to be most stable for medium difficulty items.

**Proportion of Misclassification of Items:**

As discussed earlier the accuracy with which item discrimination is estimated can be determined in terms of proportion of misclassifications of items with regard to a certain critical value (i.e., .30) which was used for selecting items for the final test. An item is misclassified if (a) the true item discrimination $(d_1)$ is greater than the critical value and estimated item discrimination $(\hat{d}_1)$ is less
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
<th>Sampling Plan</th>
<th>Item Set A</th>
<th>Item Set B</th>
<th>Item Set C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>MIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=120)</td>
<td>.660</td>
<td>.084</td>
<td>.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>6/30/60</td>
<td>.532</td>
<td>.101</td>
<td>.266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>15/20/24</td>
<td>.461</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td>.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>45/12/13</td>
<td>.366</td>
<td>.121</td>
<td>.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18600</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=300)</td>
<td>.785</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18600</td>
<td>6/30/100</td>
<td>.716</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18600</td>
<td>15/20/60</td>
<td>.654</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18600</td>
<td>45/12/33</td>
<td>.563</td>
<td>.099</td>
<td>.294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36600</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=600)</td>
<td>.865</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36600</td>
<td>6/30/200</td>
<td>.818</td>
<td>.044</td>
<td>.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36600</td>
<td>15/20/120</td>
<td>.763</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36600</td>
<td>45/12/66</td>
<td>.680</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>.516</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
than the critical value or (b) if the true item
 discrimination is less than the critical value and the
 estimated item discrimination is greater than the critical
 value.

For each replication of an item set and sampling plan,
the proportion of items with $d_i > .30$ and $d_i < .30$ and also the
proportion of items with $d_i < .30$ and $d_i > .30$ was calculated.
The sum of the above two proportions was computed to obtain
the proportion of misclassified items. Since 50 replications
were made under each condition, the mean, standard deviation
and range of 50 estimates of the above proportions of
misclassified items were computed. The results are reported
in Table 7.

The results given in Table 7 are consistent with
findings obtained from results in Tables 5 and 6. For a
given item set and number of observations, the proportion of
items that were misclassified was less for examinee sampling
than for MMS plans. However, this difference in the
proportion of misclassified items decreased as the number of
items in each subtest increased also as the number of
observations increased. For a given number of observations
and a given sampling plan, the proportion of items that were
misclassified was consistently lower for item set B than for
item set C, which was consistently lower than item set A.
This could be due to the different distribution of item
difficulties in item sets A, B, and C. The influence of
guessing and standard error of biserial $r$ on estimation of
item discrimination of items of different difficulty has been
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
<th>Sampling Plans</th>
<th>Item Set A</th>
<th>Item Set B</th>
<th>Item Set C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>MIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=120)</td>
<td>.249</td>
<td>.064</td>
<td>.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOS (t/k/m)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>6/30/10</td>
<td>.291</td>
<td>.059</td>
<td>.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>45/12/13</td>
<td>.377</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=300)</td>
<td>.181</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOS (t/k/m)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>6/30/100</td>
<td>.227</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>15/20/60</td>
<td>.249</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17820</td>
<td>45/12/33</td>
<td>.273</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=600)</td>
<td>.143</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOS (t/k/m)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>6/30/100</td>
<td>.170</td>
<td>.048</td>
<td>.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>15/20/120</td>
<td>.193</td>
<td>.058</td>
<td>.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35640</td>
<td>45/12/60</td>
<td>.226</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>.117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
described earlier.

With regard to estimation of item discrimination, three dependent measures, $\text{MSE}(\hat{\alpha})$, $p(\hat{d})$ and proportion of misclassification, were used to determine the accuracy with which examinee sampling and MMS plans estimate item discrimination. The results obtained from each of these three dependent measures lead to the same conclusions, which are as follows: When the number of observations and characteristics of items in an item set are kept constant, examinee sampling provides consistently better estimates of item discrimination than MMS plans. However, this difference becomes smaller as the number of observations increases to 36000 and the number of items in each subtest of MMS plan increase from one-fifth to one-half of the total items in the test. For both examinee sampling and MMS plans, the accuracy with which item discrimination is estimated, increases as the number of observations increases from 7200 to 36000. Among the different MMS plans, plans with a large number of items per subtest (one-third to one-half of the total number of items in each subtest) provide more accurate estimates of item discriminations than plans with a small number of items (one-fifth of the total test items) per subtest. For both sampling plans, the estimates of item discrimination tend to be more accurate for item sets where most of the items are of medium difficulty than for item sets where item difficulties are spread out.
Estimates of Reliability and Validity of Final Tests

In this study, the 30 items with the highest estimated item total test score biserial correlation were selected from each replication of an item set under each sampling plan and number of observations, to be included in the final test form. For these items scores of 300 examinees were simulated using the procedure described in the previous chapter. An estimate of reliability (internal consistency) and an estimate of validity were obtained from these scores. Kuder Richardson formula 20 was used to calculate the reliability of the test. The validity was estimated by correlating ability scores of examinees with their total test scores. Since under each condition 50 replications were made, the mean, standard deviation and range (minimum and maximum value) of 50 estimates of reliability and validity were calculated.

In addition to the 30 items with the highest estimated item-total biserial correlation, another test of 30 items was randomly selected under each condition. Item response data for these items were simulated for a sample of 300 examinees. Reliability and validity of these tests were calculated. The mean, standard deviation and range of 50 estimates of reliability and validity of such tests under each condition were calculated. This was done to determine if on the average estimates of reliability and validity of final tests (consisting of 30 items with the highest item total biserial)
obtained under each condition is in fact better than the estimates of reliability and validity of any 30 item test.

The results associated with reliability and validity of final tests are discussed below.

Estimates of Reliability of final tests:

The results associated with the reliability of the final tests under different sampling plans and conditions are reported in Table 8. The results associated with the reliability of 30 item tests, where items were randomly selected from the pool of items, under each sampling plan and condition are reported in Table 9.

Ebel (1972) has stated that most expertly constructed unidimensional tests often yield reliability coefficients (internal consistency) around .90. The results in Table 8 show that for all tests and sampling conditions, the average reliability estimates of 30 item tests constructed with the highest estimated item discrimination are rather low. The mean reliabilities varied between .578 and .713. However, a comparison between results given in Tables 8 and 9 shows that under each sampling plan and condition, on the average the estimates of reliability of the final tests are higher than the average reliability of any 30 item test where items were randomly selected from the pool of items. The comparison of results of Table 8 and 9 also shows that for each sampling plan and condition the maximum reliability coefficient of 30 randomly selected items is higher than the minimum reliability coefficient of the final test form. If an item
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
<th>Sampling Plan</th>
<th>Item Set A</th>
<th>Item Set B</th>
<th>Item Set C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>MIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=120)</td>
<td>.643</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>.523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>6/30/40</td>
<td>.626</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>15/20/24</td>
<td>.609</td>
<td>.051</td>
<td>.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>45/12/13</td>
<td>.578</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16000</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=300)</td>
<td>.668</td>
<td>.038</td>
<td>.579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16000</td>
<td>6/30/100</td>
<td>.652</td>
<td>.038</td>
<td>.572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16000</td>
<td>15/20/60</td>
<td>.643</td>
<td>.040</td>
<td>.551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16000</td>
<td>45/12/33</td>
<td>.628</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=600)</td>
<td>.680</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>6/30/200</td>
<td>.668</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>.592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>15/20/120</td>
<td>.665</td>
<td>.040</td>
<td>.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>45/12/66</td>
<td>.651</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>.573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>6/30/200</td>
<td>.668</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>.592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>15/20/120</td>
<td>.665</td>
<td>.040</td>
<td>.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>45/12/66</td>
<td>.651</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>.573</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 8**

Mean, Standard Deviation and Range (Minimum and Maximum Values) of 50 Estimates of Reliability of Final Tests for Item Sets A, B and C under Different Sampling Plans and Number of Observations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
<th>Sampling Plan</th>
<th>Item Set A</th>
<th>Item Set B</th>
<th>Item Set C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>MIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=120)</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12RS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>6/30/40</td>
<td>0.519</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>15/20/24</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>45/12/13</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=300)</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18RS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>6/30/100</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>15/20/60</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>45/12/33</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=600)</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36RS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>6/30/200</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>15/20/120</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>45/12/66</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.407</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
selection procedure is good, one would expect that the reliability of selected items (i.e., final test) would be better than the reliability of 30 randomly selected items in each replication. The reason why the maximum reliability of randomly selected items exceeded the minimum reliability of the final tests may be as follows: The 50 replications were made under each sampling plan and condition. The item parameters in each replication were varied and they were randomly generated within some constraints. It is possible that by chance some of these item pools consisted of a significantly large numbers of good items (i.e., items with $d_i > 0.30$). Similarly some of these item pools consisted of significantly fewer good items. It is quite likely that one may get higher reliability of 30 items randomly selected from the former item pools than the reliability of 30 items carefully selected from item pools which originally contained fewer number of good items. Furthermore, by comparing the standard deviation of 50 repetitions under each conditions, one can say that estimates of reliability of final tests tend to be more stable from sample to sample than the estimates of reliabilities of a test made up of 30 items selected randomly.

The comparison of reliabilities of final tests shows that for a given item set and number of observations, the mean reliability of final tests produced using item analysis data from examinee sampling is higher than the reliability of tests produced using item analysis data from MMS plans. However, this difference decreased as the number of items in
MMS plans increased from one-fifth to one-half of the total items. The comparison among different MMS plans shows that for a given item set and number of observations, on the average, reliability of final tests decreased as the number of items in each subtest (during the item analysis) decreased from one-half to one-fifth of the items. Furthermore, the average reliability of the final tests increased as the number of observations during item analysis increased from 7200 to 36000, for both examinee sampling and MMS plans. Gullikson (1950) has stated that there is a relationship between test reliability (internal consistency) and item discrimination. According to him the higher test reliability will result from items with higher item discrimination. On the basis of this one would assume that sampling plans that estimate item discrimination more accurately will more likely enable the test constructors to select items that have higher true item discrimination. Selection of relatively more good items (i.e., items with relatively high discrimination) will result in higher reliability. The results of this study tend to be consistent with this assumption. The mean reliability for final tests was higher under conditions in which item discrimination was estimated relatively more accurately.

On the whole, one can conclude that the results related to the reliability of the final tests are quite consistent with results related to estimates of item discrimination. The reliabilities are relatively higher under conditions
where estimations of discrimination are relatively more accurate. Comparing reliabilities of different item sets, for a given sampling plan and number of observations, it appears that on the average, the reliability for item set B is higher than that for item set C, which is higher than that for item set A. The differences in reliabilities of different item sets may have been caused by differences in total test variance in different item sets. Formula 8, given in the previous chapter indicates that reliability depends on three quantities: K, the number of items in the tests; Σpq, the sum of item variance; and \( c^2 \), the test variance. Ebel (1967) has stated that these three quantities are related. But, for tests of equal length (K), it is the variation from test to test in the value of test variance that is responsible for most of the observed variations in test reliability.

 Estimates of Validity of Final Tests:

 Validities of final tests obtained under each sampling plan, item set and number of observations are reported in Table 10. Validities of 30 item tests, where items were randomly selected from the pool of items, obtained under different conditions are reported in Table 11.

 The results with regard to average validity of final tests under different conditions are quite similar to the results of average reliability under different conditions. For a given item set and number of observations, validities of final tests are slightly higher for tests that were
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
<th>Sampling Plan</th>
<th>Item Set A</th>
<th></th>
<th>Item Set B</th>
<th></th>
<th>Item Set C</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>MIN</td>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>Examine Sampling (N=120)</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HUS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>6/30/40</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>15/20/24</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>45/12/13</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>Examine Sampling (N=300)</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HUS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>6/30/100</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.830</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>15/10/60</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>45/12/33</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>Examine Sampling (N=600)</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HUS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>6/30/200</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>15/20/120</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>45/12/66</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 10
Mean, Standard Deviation and Range (Minimum and Maximum Values) of 50 Estimates of Validity of Final Tests for Item Sets A, B and C Under Different Sampling Plans and Number of Observations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
<th>Sampling Plan</th>
<th>Item Set A</th>
<th>Item Set B</th>
<th>Item Set C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>HIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=120)</td>
<td>.707</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IHS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>6/30/40</td>
<td>.718</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>.615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>15/20/24</td>
<td>.708</td>
<td>.057</td>
<td>.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7200</td>
<td>45/12/13</td>
<td>.702</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>.573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=300)</td>
<td>.700</td>
<td>.051</td>
<td>.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IHS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>6/30/100</td>
<td>.714</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18000</td>
<td>15/20/60</td>
<td>.711</td>
<td>.051</td>
<td>.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17820</td>
<td>45/12/33</td>
<td>.707</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>Examinee Sampling (N=600)</td>
<td>.712</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IHS (t/k/n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>6/30/200</td>
<td>.707</td>
<td>.058</td>
<td>.506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36000</td>
<td>15/20/120</td>
<td>.711</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35640</td>
<td>45/12/66</td>
<td>.710</td>
<td>.051</td>
<td>.563</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
produced using MMS plans. Among different MMS plans, for a given item set and number of observations, validities of the final test increased as the number of items in each subtest increased from one-fifth of the total items to one-half of the total items. For all item sets and sampling plans, validity increased as the number of observations during item analysis increased. On the average, for a given number of observations and sampling plans, the validity for item set B is higher than that for item set C, which in turn is higher than that for item set A. The differences in validities among different item sets could be due to different distributions of item difficulties. The distribution of test scores for item set B tends to be rectangular over the range, the distribution of test scores for item set C tends to be platykurtic over the range whereas the distribution of test scores for item set A tends to be normal over the range. Validity of a final test in this study was estimated by correlating test scores with ability scores. Since correlation coefficients are influenced by the distributions of the variables being correlated, one would expect that the validity for item set B would be higher than the validity for item set C, which in turn would be higher than the validity for item set A. The results tend to support the above expectation.

The comparison of results of Table 10 and 11 shows that under all conditions, mean validities of final tests are on the average higher than the mean validities of any 30 item tests where items were randomly selected. Furthermore under
each condition, the standard deviation of validity estimates of final tests is lower than those of tests consisting of 30 randomly selected items. However, the maximum validity of 30 item tests where items were randomly selected from the pool of items is higher than the minimum validity of final test form. The reason why this may have occurred is given in connection with the reliability. On the basis of the above results, one can conclude that in general when items with the highest item discriminations are selected for the final test form, they not only produce a more valid test, but estimates of these validities are more consistent from sample to sample, than when items are randomly selected for the final test.

One can conclude that results related to estimates of test reliability and validity are consistent with results associated with estimates of item discrimination. In conditions under which item discriminations are estimated relatively more accurately, relatively more reliable and valid tests are produced than in conditions in which estimates of item discriminations are less accurate. One would assume that when estimates of item discriminations are more accurate, one would be more likely to select a greater number of good items (item with true item discrimination greater than .30) for the final tests than when estimates of item discriminations are relatively less accurate. The reliability and validity of a test in fact is based on the quality of items. The conclusions drawn from this study are stated in the next chapter.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, the conclusions drawn from the study, the limitations of the study and suggestions for further research are discussed.

This study was primarily conducted to compare the examinee sampling and MMS sampling techniques of data collection for test development. More specifically, the following questions were explored: How does the MMS procedure compare with the traditionally used examinee sampling procedure when estimating item parameters such as item difficulty and item discrimination? How do the final tests that are produced using item analysis data obtained from MMS and examinee sampling methods, compare with respect to test reliability and validity? How do the number of observations, item subtest size and the characteristics of item sets affect the estimates of item parameters, the reliability and the validity of the tests produced?

In answer to the first question relating to the comparison of the examinee sampling and the MMS with regard to the estimation of item difficulties and item discrimination, the following conclusions can be drawn from the study: For a given item set and number of observations, there is no systematic difference in estimates of item difficulty obtained from the examinee sampling and the MMS plans. For a given item set and number of observations,
examinee sampling produces a more accurate estimate of item discrimination than the MMS plans. This difference is largest when the number of items in each subtest of a MMS plan is small and decreases as the number of items in each subtest increases from one-third to one-half of the total number of items. Furthermore, the difference between the accuracy with which MMS plans and examinee sampling plan estimate item discrimination also decreases as the number of observations increase from 7200 to 36000.

In answer to the second question relating to the comparison of the examinee sampling and the MMS plans with regard to the reliability and the validity of the final test, the following conclusions can be drawn from the study: For a given item set and number of observations, the average reliability and validity of the final tests produced using examinee sampling are higher than the average reliability and validity of the final tests produced using MMS plans. However, these differences decrease as the number of items in each subtest increases from one-fifth to one-half of the items, also as the number of observations increases from 7200 to 36000. These conclusions are similar to the conclusions drawn with regard to estimation of item discrimination. One would expect the correspondence between conclusions drawn about item discrimination and test reliability and validity because reliability and validity of a final test depend on the characteristics of the items. Higher test reliability results from items with higher item discrimination.

In answer to the third question relating to the effect
of the number of observations, item subtest size and the characteristic of item sets on the estimation of item parameters, and the test characteristics, the following conclusions can be drawn from the study: For each item set and sampling plan, the estimates of item difficulty, item discrimination, test reliability and validity improve as the number of observations increases. For a given item set and number of observations, the estimates of item discrimination, test reliability and validity improve as the number of items in each subtest increases. The variation in item subtest sizes tends to have no effect on estimation of item difficulty. For a given sampling plan and number of observations, the estimates of item difficulty, item discrimination, test reliability and validity appeared to be better for item sets containing medium difficulty items than for item sets in which item difficulties were spread out. This difference may have been caused by factors such as differential influence of guessing on items of extreme difficulty and variation in total test variance of different tests.

Finally, from this study, one can conclude that while developing an unidimensional norm referenced test, if one were to use a large number of examinees (i.e., 5 to 10 times the number of items) for pretesting items, one should prefer examinee sampling over MMS plans. However, when the number of items in a pretest is large and one can not get a representative sample of examinees of adequate size (i.e., 5 to 10 times the number of items) for a sufficient period of
time to complete the items in the pretest, MMS does provide an alternative. MMS procedures with large numbers of observations (i.e., number of observations corresponding to examinee sample size of 10 times the number of items) provide estimates of item parameters and test characteristics which tend to be nearly as good as those obtained from traditionally used examinee sampling. As to the conditions under which MMS is most effective for estimating item parameters and test reliability and validity, one can say that MMS plans with a large number of items in each subtest (preferably one-third to one-half of the total number of items per subtest) are better than MMS plans with a small number of items in each subtest. Thus one can conclude that if one has a choice between giving all items to a relatively small number of examinees and giving a small number of items to a large number of examinees, one should prefer the latter for a test development.

In addition to the above conclusions one can also infer from the study that while selecting number of observations for pretesting items either by examinee sampling or by MMS plans, attention should be given to the item difficulties in the item pool. In order to obtain the same precision when estimating item difficulties and item discriminations, one may need a larger number of observations when item difficulties in the item pool are spread out than when most of the items in the pool are of medium difficulty.

While the results are consistent, it should be remembered that the conclusions drawn from the study may not
hold if the item characteristics and/or number of items in
the initial item pools and the final test forms vary greatly
from those used in this study.

The MMS has been mainly used for estimating group
parameters such as test means and variances. This study
shows that the MMS can be used for estimating item parameters
such as item difficulties and discriminations. The extension
of MMS to the estimation of item parameters can be of a great
help to test developers because of the reduction of testing
time per examinee.

Limitations of the Study

The most serious limitation of this study, at the same
time that which made it possible, is the use of Monte Carlo
methods. Critics of the approach often point out that
simulated data may bear no resemblance to data gathered in a
"real-world" setting. Although, an attempt was made to keep
the parameters of the simulation model used in the study
within realistic limits no assurance can be provided
regarding the correspondence between the simulated data used
in this study and actual data collected from examinees. It
is also quite possible that the different restrictions
imposed on the distribution of item parameters and the
distribution of examinee ability may have made the outcome of
this study different from the outcome one might have had
received from actual data. In Monte Carlo studies, selection
of random samples from the defined population is no problem.
But this may not be the case in real life situations. However, when using MMS one might have a higher chance of getting a more representative sample (in real life situations) from the defined population than when using examinee sampling, because it may be easier to get people to cooperate when a small amount of their time is involved as is the case in MMS.

A second limitation of this study is related to the notion of guessing. It was assumed in the study that all examinees who do not know the correct answer to an item guess, and do so with a probability of .25 of guessing correctly. It may be unrealistic to assume that examinees guess randomly with a probability of .25.

An additional limitation of this study is the number of items used in the initial item pool and in the final test. If one wishes to have 30 items in the final test, 60 items in the initial pool may not be sufficient. Yet, as in most research studies, limitations are also placed on the researchers, particularly in terms of time and money (in this study computer time was of concern).

Suggestions for Future Research

Recommendations concerning future areas of research have come from a recognition of the limitations of the present investigation. Some of these recommendations are as follows:

An empirical research with actual test data can be conducted to validate the findings of this research. This
research could be of the a posteriori type. However, with this type of research it would be impossible to calculate mean square error for different parameters, unless one has a very large data set. If the data set is very large one can draw a number of samples from it and can get estimates of mean square error for different parameters.

In this study, estimates of item parameters were found to be better for item sets containing medium difficulty items than for item sets in which item difficulties were spread out. It was speculated that these differences may have been caused by different amounts of guessing associated with items of different difficulty. One can further investigate the effect of guessing on different item sets using a simulation model which allows no guessing. One might also investigate the optimum number of observations for both examinee sampling and MMS plans in order to obtain stable estimates of item difficulties and item discriminations for item pools with different item characteristics.
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APPENDIX A

Random Number Generators used in the Study

Two pseudo-random number generators were used in the study: RAND and NORM. The description of these is given below.¹

RAND: RAND is a linear congruential generator, it generates a rectangular distribution on the unit interval, with numbers ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. The generator has been tested and found satisfactory for uniformity. Uniformity was determined with a sample of 5,000 numbers, frequency distribution was obtained and histogram was plotted. The histogram is shown in Graph 1. The listing of the program for this generator is as follows:

```
RAND
REAL FUNCTION RAND(ISEED)
DOUBLE PRECISION Z,D2P31M
DOUBLE PRECISION RMOD,DMOD
DATA D2P31M/2147483647.DO/
DATA RMOD/2147483.D3/
Z=ISEED
Z=DMOD(16807.DO*Z,D2P31M)
ISEED=Z
RAND=Z/RMOD
RETURN
END
```

¹
The chi-square goodness of fit statistic for comparing the above distribution to the uniform distribution is 23.852 with 19 degrees of freedom. This chi-square value is not significant at .05 level of significance.
NORM: NORM generates numbers normally distributed with a mean of 0.0 and the standard deviation of 1.0. The generator has been tested and found satisfactory for normality. Ten samples of 5,000 numbers were generated and then the first four moments of each sample were calculated using the subprogram condescriptive of SPSS. The results of 10 samples are shown in Table 12. The listing of the program for this generator is as follows:

NORM

REAL FUNCTION NORM(ISEED)

U1 = -2.0 * ALOG(RAND(ISEED))

U1 = SQRT(U1)

U2 = COS(U2)

NORM = U1 * U2

RETURN

END

1. Both RAND and NORM programs were received from A. K. Beuchert, University of Georgia.
TABLE 12
Mean, Standard Deviation, Skewness and Kurtosis of Ten Samples of 5,000
Numbers Generated from NORM, a Pseudo-Random Number Generator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.039</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>0.1444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>1.021</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>1.001</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>-0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>1.003</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.032</td>
<td>1.014</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
<td>-0.040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Column Sums: \(-0.145\) \(9.989\) \(0.083\) \(0.359\)
Column Means: \(-0.014\) \(0.998\) \(0.008\) \(0.035\)

Note: The expected values for NORM are those of a normal distribution \(N(0,1)\).

Mean = .000
Standard Deviation = 1.000
Skewness = .000
Kurtosis = .000
APPENDIX B

Flow Charts for Computer Programs

Three flow charts are presented: Flow chart A was used for simulating item parameters, flow chart B for simulating scores for examinee sampling and flow chart C for simulating scores for MMS.

Flow chart A was used for simulating item parameters for item pools representing item sets A, B and C with the following variations: For item pools representing item sets A and B, function RAND was used to simulate item difficulties. For item pools representing item set C function NORM was used to simulate item difficulties. Item discriminations for all item pools were simulated using function RAND. Item difficulties and discriminations associated with different item sets were mapped according to the values given in Table 1.

Flow chart B was used for simulating item response data for all examinee sampling plans given in Table 2 with following variations: N was varied according to the number of examinees given in Table 2. ISEED number in the beginning of the program was varied so that the same examinee scores were not repeated again and again. Item sets were varied according to the plans given in Table 1.

Flow chart C was used for simulating item response data for all MMS plans with following variations: N and sampling plans were varied according to the number of plans given in
Table 2. ISEEED number in the beginning of the program was also varied so that same scores were not generated repeatedly. Item sets were varied according to the plans given in Table 1.
Flow Chart A

Generate a set of item difficulties and item discriminations for item set A with function RAND for J items: \( J = 1, 2 \ldots 60 \)

Map these values into specified Range.

\[ r = 50 \]

Compute mean and standard deviation for item difficulties and item discrimination.

Write item difficulties, item discriminations, mean, standard deviation of item difficulties, and item discriminations into a file.

\[ r = \text{Number of replications.} \]
Flow Chart B

Feed ISEED number and N.

Read a set of item difficulties and item discriminations from the file.

Generate examinee ability score for N examinees.

Compute item scores for these examinees using linear transformation model.

Compute total test score for each examinee and also for each item.

 Compute item difficulty and biserial r between an item and total test score for J items: (J = 1, 2, 3...60).

Compute MSE(p), p(PP), MSE(â), p(dâ), and proportion of misclassified items.

Select 30 items with highest biserial r.

Generate examinee ability score for 300 examinees.

Compute item scores for the above examinees for the 30 items.

Compute reliability and validity of the 30 item final test.

Select 30 items randomly from 60 items.

Generate examinee ability scores for these 300 examinees.

Compute reliability and validity of above 30 item test.

Compute mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum of the following: MSE(p), p(PP), MSE(â), p(dâ), proportion of misclassified items, reliability and validity of 30 items with highest biserial r, reliability and validity of 30 items selected randomly.
Flow Chart C

1. Feed ISEED number and N.
2. Read a set of item difficulties and item discriminations from the file.
3. Generate examinee ability score for N examinees.
4. Compute item scores for these examinees using linear transformation model.
5. Select MNE plan, allocate items to sub-tests according to the plan.
6. Compute total score for each item.
7. Compute inter-item correlation matrix.
8. Compute item difficulty and biserial r between an item and total test score for J items: \( J = 1, 2, 3...60 \).
9. Compute MSE(\( \hat{p} \)), \( \hat{p}(FF) \), MSE(\( \hat{d} \)), \( \hat{p}(dd) \) and proportion of misclassified items.
10. Select 30 items with highest biserial r.
11. Generate examinee ability score for 300 examinees.
12. Compute item scores for the above examinees for the 30 items.
13. Compute reliability and validity of the 30 item final test.
14. Select 30 items randomly from 60 items.
15. Generate examinee ability scores for these 300 examinees.
17. Compute mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum of the following: MSE(\( \hat{p} \)), \( \hat{p}(FF) \), MSE(\( \hat{d} \)), \( \hat{p}(dd) \), proportion of misclassified items, reliability and validity of 30 items with highest biserial r, reliability and validity of 30 items selected randomly.
ABSTRACT

This study was designed to compare the multiple matrix sampling (MMS) technique of data collection with traditionally used examinee sampling for test development. More specifically, the three main questions explored in the study were as follows: How does the MMS procedure compare with the traditionally used examinee sampling procedure when estimating item parameters such as item difficulty and item discrimination? How do the final tests, that are produced using either MMS or examinee sampling methods, compare with respect to test reliability and validity? How do the number of observations, item subtest size and the characteristics of items in an item set affect the estimation of item parameters, test reliability and validity?

A Monte Carlo approach was used to construct item pools for different item sets and to simulate data for the study. The variables in the study were sampling plans, item subtest sizes, number of observations and the characteristics of item sets. The sampling plans used were examinee sampling and MMS. MMS plans varied in terms of item subtest sizes. The three item subtest sizes used were one-fifth, one-third and one-half of the total number of items in each subtest. In each MMS plan items were divided into subtests using a partially balanced incomplete block design. For each sampling plan, the number of observations used were 7200, 18000 and 36000. Three types of item sets that varied in
their range of difficulties and the distribution of difficulties, were used to produce normal, rectangular and platykurtic distributions of test scores. The range and distribution of difficulties used in the three types of item sets were .16 - .84 uniformly distributed, .40 - .60 uniformly distributed, and .16 - .84 normally distributed. For all item sets, the range of item discriminations varied between .05 and .60 and they were uniformly distributed. Fifty item pools of 50 items were simulated for each item set with the specified characteristics. The item response data for each combination of sampling plans, number of observations and item sets were simulated using a simple linear transformation model. Examinees were generated with normally distributed levels of ability. Fifty replications were made under each combination of sampling plan, number of observations and item set. In each replication, estimates of item difficulties and item discriminations were obtained. Mean square error and Spearman rank order correlation between estimated and true parameters were computed to determine the precision with which different sampling plans estimated item parameters under different conditions. In each replication 30 items with the highest estimated item discrimination were selected to be included in the final test. For these 30 items, responses of 300 examinees were simulated using the above procedure. The reliability (internal consistency) and the validity of the 30 item final test were estimated. The mean and standard deviation of estimates of the above statistics (MSE, Spearman rank order correlation between true and
estimated item parameters, test reliability and validity), obtained from 50 replications under each condition, were computed. These means and standard deviations were used to answer the questions stated earlier.

In general, findings of the study were as follows: There were no systematic differences in estimates of item difficulty obtained from examinee sampling and MMS plans, while keeping the number of observations and item set constant. For a given item set and number of observations, examinee sampling plans provided more precise estimates of item discrimination, test reliability and test validity than MMS plans. However, this difference decreased as the number of observations and/or as the number of items in each subtest of a MMS increased. Comparison among different MMS plans showed that estimates of item discrimination, test reliability and test validity improved as the number of items in each subtest increased. For each sampling plan and item set as the number of observations increased estimates of item parameters, test reliability and the test validity improved. Estimates of item parameters, test reliability and validity appeared to be relatively higher for item sets containing medium difficulty items than for item sets in which item difficulties were spread out. This difference may have been caused by factors such as the differential influence of guessing on items of different difficulty, variation in standard error of discrimination for items of different difficulty and total test variance.